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Carissa Abidin
Editor

Hey guys!

What a rush it’s been putting HYPE together. A brilliant artist once said, “The idea of 
waiting for something makes it more exciting,” and after these tedious months, boy are 
we thrilled! In fact, we’ve all gone mad, but aren’t we all a little kuku on the inside? 

That’s why in this issue, we’re celebrating the brave and the bold! These are your 
feistiest, most unconventional artistes, like the spunky firecracker Hayley Williams 
(page 11), the fabulously eccentric artist Andy Warhol (page 52), and Neon Trees 
(page 17), the Mormons with an attitude that’s got everyone chanting “Oh oh! I want 
some more!”

We definitely want more, with our homegrown talents leaving their safety blankys at 
home to show the world what they’re made of. Find out about them and their shows 
around the globe in Dear World… Love, Singapore (page 24). 

Taking a step further into the bold, bold world, boo boo topics are being exposed in The 
F Word (page 67) and Friends With Benefits (page 58)

That’s not all! HYPEd Up! Flea Market (page 9) is back once again to cater to all your 
needs, yes, ALL. Putting all your favourite bands under one roof, rock out to the rad 
tunes by Cheating Sons, The Pinholes, The Sets Band, Constellation Rising and more. 
Oh and what is this, we’ve even got a magic show by the one, the only, Mega Magic! 
Come down to *SCAPE for shopping, live music, and fantastic giveaways.

Now that this baby is finally out, I’ll do what Ball Park Music (page 18) does best – 
indulge in board games. 

editor’s note 
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samUel ow is calling all flea lovers! 
hyped Up! flea market is here once again 
to host the most awesome stalls, fantastic 
giveaways and your favourite local bands! 

get ready for a fabulously fun-filled 
shopping bonanza! besides shopping, dress 
to impress and express, as our paparazzi 
will be snapping photos of you. Come 
celebrate the art of uncontrolled self-
expression!

last year’s event was a whopping success 
with local acts such as trella, run neon 
tiger, postbox and Duxton plains. 

this year’s performances will definitely 
impress as well. Catch the winner of this 
year’s levi’s music Challenge, the sets 
band, the psychedelic pinholes, the 
experimental Constellation rising, and 

peek into baybeats with Cheating sons!

moreover, mega magic will be performing 
a half-hour magic act on stage, including 
street performers roaming to hype up the 
crowd as well as to entertain the vendors 
and youths with magic tricks.

attesting to the magazine’s entertainment 
value, there will be hourly giveaways at 
the event that include CDs, movie passes, 
tickets to local plays and more.

stand the chance to win passes to the 
butter factory, a samsung st700 Camera, 
and for all you soccer fans, we’re giving 
away Chelsea soccer jerseys worth $99!

taking place at the hippest place in town, 
come celebrate youth with local bands 
under one roof at hyped Up! flea market. 

Cheating sons

Constellation rising

the sets band

mega magic

the pinholes
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HAYLEY
“DON’T-MESS

WITH-ME”
WILLIAMs

From nude picture scandals, 
to the loss of two core members from 

Paramore, Hayley Williams remains an 
unruffled redheaded warrior

 in the face of the battles in her life. 
TiFFany SandraSageran finds out

PHOTOS COUrTeSy OF Warner MUSiC
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5 colours 
(and more) 
in her hair
hayley has been flanked and revered by the fandom for 
having outlandishly bright hair colours and styles that are 
iconic of her. since 2005, she’s had a total of about 20 
whopping changes in her hair colour, including a full 
red-head, yellow bangs, ginger, cherry red, purple, solid 
orange, bleach blonde, red and pink, and most recently, red 
hair again. oftentimes, hayley also customises her 
microphone colour according to her hair to give her 
performances and additional oomph. 

the imminently growing image of haley as a solo entity 
from her band came during her big stint with b.o.b on the 
hit single, “airplanes”. as the undying, and oftentimes only 
face of paramore, it has inevitably led to fact that the rest 
of the band members fade into the background, and the 
main identifying factor of the band would be hayley. 

“airplanes” might be the biggest and most popular main-
stream collaboration that hayley has done so far, but the 
spunky lady has had her fair share of collaborations prior 
to that, and is no stranger to duets. in 2006, she had also 
teamed up with the pop punk band october fall for the 
song “Keep Dreaming Upside Down”. also, she did 
“tangled Up” with newfound glory and “the few that 
remain” with set your goals in 2009. 

Farro-less 
Paramore
the departure of the farro brothers, Josh and zac farro, 
has also garnered some reservations amongst rabid 
paramore fans that worry for the band’s sound and 
direction of music.

paramore fan, nur haafizhah bte Khosni, spoke of how she 
worries about the change of the musical direction for para-
more. “after they (farro brothers) left, paramore seemed 
incomplete. paramore will still be paramore, the band that 
had me hooked on their music the first time i ever heard 
of them, but with some slight changes. the music will 
probably change because Josh took part in most of the lyric 
writing and composing,” said the 16-year-old. 

the departure of the farro brothers was not all that 
smooth, as they claimed that their exit from the band was 
due to some differences and clash in the beliefs and their 
thoughts that hayley “mispresented the band”. as stated 
from the Josh’s blog post, “hayley presented lyrics to us 
that were really negative and we didn’t agree with. we 
fought her about how her lyrics misrepresented our band 
and what we stood for, but in the end she got her way. 
instead of fighting her any longer, we decided to just roll 
over and let it go.” 

with a bitter departure and a vast hole in the band’s future, 
fans had their doubts whether paramore would disband 
altogether. Just as the fans had their reservations about 
where the band is heading, the new paramore (where 
hayley is flanked by drummer Josh freese and 
guitarist Justin york) decided to turn up the offense and 
dive straight into the attack mode with the release of their 
first single, “monster”, on the Transformers: Dark of The 
Moon soundtrack, in June.

think paramore and the first thing that comes to mind would 
be a flash of flaming red hair and an iconic, fierce female 
voice belting out in the top of the register. three studio 
albums, two grammy nominations and a couple of hit 
collaborations later (hayley and rapper b.o.b’s hit, 
“airplanes”, was nominated for best hip hop video for 
the 2010 mtv video music awards), the dynamic redhead 
continues to shine.

paramore has gone through a whirlwind of change, 
grappling with the loss of the farro brothers (the initial 
founders of paramore) from the band as well as a hacker 
who posted nude pictures of hayley on her twitter page. 
paramore has gone through so much, especially hayley.

the petite 22-year-old shocked the twitterverse once in 
may 2010, when nude photos of her leaked on her twitter 
page, @yelyahwillams. paramore’s members are Christian 
and most songs consist of Christian themes, so this inci-
dent might have cost them some religious fans. however, 
in today’s entertainment industry, a nude scandal would 
definitely get a celebrity more… eyes. hayley received 
nearly 50,000 more followers on twitter that night.

the charming front-woman dealt with the issue 
graciously and laughed it off with a comeback tweet, 

“pretty much my day has consisted of folding and 
organizing clothes. you aren’t gonna believe this.... but... 
i have a whole lot of shirts.” 

it might be hard to believe from the confident and 
unperturbed demeanour of hayley, but she used to be 
bullied in high school and had to be homeschooled as a 
result. according to an interview in Cosmopolitan 
magazine in may 2011, she used to be accused of 
being gay. she shared, “i came home crying one day and told 
my mom i couldn’t be around them anymore. so we decided i 
would be homeschooled.” 

late last year, the farro brothers decided to exit paramore, 
claiming that the band was falling out. on Dec 21, Josh farro 
made a statement in his blog (http://joshnfarro.blogspot.com), 
“hayley claimed that this record (Brand New Eyes) reunited 
us as band and made us grow closer together, when in reality 
we were all growing further apart. suddenly the band had 
spilt into two sides. touring became more difficult since we 
couldn’t agree on anything. the friendships our band once 
had were no longer existent.” 

even with this breakup, hayley is going strong, putting her 
fans before the band’s personal issues. according to nme, 
she said, “the three of us are still here, we’re not going 
anywhere… this is our way of showing that there’s a future 
and we’re stoked for it.”

three things you must know about hayley and paramore:

I came home
crying one day and

told my mom I
couldn’t be around 

them anymore.” 

“
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the song is a prelude to their new album set to release in 
2012, and with its signature minor-key angst and lyrics like 
“i’ll stop the whole world from turning into a monster, eat-
ing us alive” and “Call me a traitor, i’m just collecting your 
victims”. but perhaps the deciding lyric “now that you’re 
gone, the world is ours”, unanimously answered the world’s 
question as to whether the song was a direct hit towards 
the farro brothers. 

The evolution of 
Paramore’s music
paramore’s music has seen a steady change throughout 
their three albums. in 2005, their debut album, All We 
Know Is Falling, had songs that reflected their steadfast 
belief in god and Christianity, as portrayed in songs like 
“playing god” and “miracle”. 

two years later, Riot! was, as the band would like to call it, 
“an outburst of emotion” that hayley and her band 
members had. songs like “misery business”, 
“CrushCrushCrush” and “hallelujah” garnered a 
lot more attention this time, landing the 
band a spot on stage at the 2008 
mtv video music awards.

the band greeted 2009 with Brand New Eyes, 
a fresh album with slower tempo, emotionally 
vulnerable songs like “we are broken” and 
“the only exception”. 

apparently, this album unleashed the softer 
side to hayley as it was about the heartache she 
went through. in an interview with mtv, 
she said, “i would say that a large majority of 
those songs, yes, have to do with the 
relationship we (hayley and Josh) had and 
then that we had to mend.” 

she added, “and it was really hard, because we were all friends, 
and then going through a breakup and going through any kind of 
tension as a band really affected all the lyrics. ... there are a 
lot of specifics that i pulled from my experience with just 
feeling like my face was underneath a boot all the time.”

with the sneak peek of via the angst-filled 
single, “monster”, we can probably expect an irate and 
fury soundtrack of hayley’s trying phase with the farro 
brothers, all cooped up in the upcoming album. 

she’s been bullied, humiliated on the net, and watched 
as paramore’s pillars took off. the fact that she’s back, 
better and stronger, proves that hayley williams one 
heck of a firecracker. 

Catch the feisty lady in action as Paramore 
performs live at the Singapore Indoor Stadium, 
Aug 21. Tickets are available at SISTIC.

...because we were all
friends, and then going through 

a breakup and going through
any kind of tension as a band

really affected all the lyrics.” 

“

Nobody’s
MiCHeLLe Marie discovers 
that indie band Warpaint join 

the likes of au revoir Simone. 

amidst the hype surrounding their 
latest album, the all-girl quartet from 
los angeles (la) has been busy living 
up to expectations.

having been named one of bbC’s 15 
most promising artists of 2011, as 
well as mtv’s 9 artists to watch in 
2011, these talented Californians have 
been stirring up quite a storm among 
fans of the indie music scene. 

their full-length album, The Fool, 
received an 8 out of 10 rating from 
spin magazine following its release 
last october, and the band was also 
named nme’s 50 best new 
bands of 2010.
 
Known for the powerful live perform-
ances, warpaint has been touring 
since the release of their album, 
performing at gigs like the reading 
and leeds festivals, and st. Jerome’s 
laneway festival in singapore last 
January. they’ve shared the stage with 

of member-tweaks before settling on 
their current all-girl line up, consist-
ing of emily Kokal (vocals and guitar), 
theresa wayman (guitar and backing 
vocals), Jenny lee lindberg (bass 
and backing vocals), and the newest 
addition to the warpaint family, stella 
mozgawa (drums).

Joining au revoir simone as one of 
the very few successful all-girl indie 
bands, they feel that being in an all-
girl band hasn’t given them any sort of 
advantage in the music industry.

Jenny explained in an interview with 
mtvasia.com. “being an all-girl band 
doesn’t mean anything if you can’t 
play your instruments well.”

Warpaint is set to play at St James 
Power Station on Aug 2. Tickets are 
available at SISTIC, priced at $65. 
Each ticket includes a free alcoholic/
non-alcoholic drink.

other notable acts such as the xx, the 
walkmen and band of horses, to name 
but a few.

the band’s wispy vocals and psych-
edelic rhythms give off a hauntingly 
beautiful feel, one that sets them 
apart from most bands in their genre. 
with all members contributing vocals 
to their sound, the girls have been 
able to recreate their four-part 
harmonies live on stage and staying 
true to their studio versions, a rather 
impressive feat to anyone who has 
heard their record, and an unmistak-
able explanation for their popularity.

“we were pretty conscientious of not 
doing too many overdubs,” said emily 
Kokal in an interview with nme, “[we 
want to keep] the record as close to 
what we would be able to play live, so 
it sounds authentic to the record.”

originally formed on valentine’s Day 
2004, the band underwent a number 

fool
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Imogen Heap
reveals to FOO Min VaLerie her secret to maintaining a 
good relationship with her fans. 

CLOSING IN ON 

inviting fans          into her home, buying them an apartment,
and speaking        with them among the clouds. imogen Heap 

imogen is famous for including her 
fans in her music making process. 
she does this through crowdsourcing, 
which involves her openly asking her 
community of fans to submit sound 
clips and artwork via her website, 
http://www.imogenheap.com. 

“a way my community can get 
involved in [my upcoming song] is 
sending pictures inspired by the 
sounds i’m going to be saying and 
recording,” shares imogen.

another way she connects with 
her fans is present in the form of 
competition prizes. 

“i’ve done things like… i took a girl 
up in a hot air balloon in seattle!” 
she enthuses. 

“another one was a couple of girls 
who won another competition. i 
bought them a little flat in london 
for a weekend… i played a little show 
for them in their room.” 

“it’s just so much fun! i’m sure if 
you speak to any artist who has lots 
of interaction [with fans], [they will 
agree that] it’s really rewarding,” she 
adds.

being constantly on the move, she 
occupies herself by raising money 
for charities, such as the fundraising 
concert she performed to raise money 
for a heavily damaged school in 
Christchurch, new zealand, in april. 

apart from that, travelling and 
making music with other artists are 
on her to-do list.

“i am constantly doing things. 
everything feeds everything. it 
doesn’t make sense to do an album 
in a confined solid space and time all 
together.”

Ellipse is available in all major record 
stores island wide. “Lifeline” can be 
purchased from her website.

I took a girl 
up in a hot air

balloon in Seattle!”“

“i’ve never met anyone, or had any 
kind of weird stalkers… i’m really 
lucky that i don’t seem to attract 
those people,” says imogen heap.

the british singer-songwriter-
producer strongly believes that being 
open about her life is the secret 
behind avoiding unwanted attention 
from potential fan stalkers. 

“it didn’t even occur to me that it 
may be unsafe or they may ruin the 
house. i just knew that it would be 
all right,” she says as she recalls 
the time she invited everyone who 
was involved in the production of 
“lifeline” to her house.

written and recorded in a span of 14 
days, lifeline consists of a mixture of 
over 40 sounds recorded by imogen’s 
fans. inspiration sparked from a man 
who was cycling for his life from a 
tidal wave during the tragic march 11 
earthquake in Japan.

Unlike most music artists, 34-year-
old imogen maintains a close 
relationship with her fans by creating 
many opportunities for them to meet 
her. 

some of which include spontaneous 
twitter meet-ups and even having 
them over at her house.
“i guess if they really want to meet 
me, it’s quite easy to. i always come 
out at the end of shows. i think i 
spent nearly an hour and a half after 
the singapore show saying hello to 
everyone,” she muses.

it is evident that she is sociable as 
she adds that she loves “connecting 
with real people” and feeling 
bonded with them.

the band has got every one chanting 
“oh oh, i want some more”, with their 
catchy and contagious beats. however, 
unlike most rock ‘n’ roll bands, they’ve 
chosen a unique lifestyle.

being mormons, the members of neon 
trees have sworn off partying, and 
have been living a good clean life as 
rockstars. 

tyler tells 411 music, “we all kind of 
dabbled and did our own thing in the 
teenage years but we’ve decided we 
just want to keep things clean.”

neon trees’ sound is a hybrid of 
synth-pop and alternative rock, 
resulting in refreshing dance rock 
tunes such as “animal”, “1983” and 
“your surrender” that are undeniably 
catchy, making you feel like dancing 
and singing along.

Constantly clad in leather jackets, 
feather boas, ripped jeans, a pair of 
shades and combat boots as they take 
the stage. 

the band has been known for having 
their own chic yet outrageous new-
wave fashion sense infused with a 
touch of the 80s punk look.

tyler tells Creative allies that although 
fashion is very significant to neon 
trees, because it allows the band to 
creatively express their individuality, it 
does not define them as an artiste.

“fashion never overtakes the songs,” 
he says. 

he adds, “the songs are what we 
serve. in fact i might be the most 
fashion obsessed. we are bound by 
writing, creating and ultimately mak-
ing music that we can stand behind.” 

at the sunset strip music festival in 
august 2010, during neon trees set, 
tyler unzipped his leather pants to 
show off his fruit of the loom under-
wear waistband to the crowd, causing 
his fans to go crazy.  

he has been declared a fireball of 
energy once he grabs the microphone.

with elaine on drums, not only keep-
ing energy as well as time with her 
beats, will throw you in to a state of 
awe, as she sings along with tyler as 
backup vocals. 

tyler commented in an interview with 
spinner on elaine’s talents, “elaine 

is multi-talented. she is a guitar 
player, a drummer, and a singer, 

and she’d love people to know 
that. she could totally front 
the band!”

having dominated our 
radio airwaves, mtv top 
Charts as well as our ipod 

playlists with their infectious 
pop-synth dance-along songs, 

neon trees are finally coming to 
singapore.

thanks to lamC productions, we 
can experience the magic firsthand!

Catch Neon Trees in Singapore on Jul 
26 at Fort Gate, Fort Canning Park. 
Tickets are available at SISTIC.

when asked about the band’s influ-
ences, tyler tells mishmash magazine, 
“i am really inspired by the smiths, 
David bowie, and new york Dolls.”

he adds, “branden is really influenced 
by motown and everyone’s got their 
different genres.” Despite the rock ‘n’ 
roll influences, the band members of 
neon trees all keep to the 
straight-edge lifestyle. 

elaine bradley, drummer and vocalist 
for neon trees, tells mtv news, “none 
of us drink or do drugs or anything like 
that, so it’s fun to be the exception 
to the old rule of sex, drugs, and rock 
‘n’ roll because this is our art and our 
passion.”

Keeping in mind the band’s 
influences, it is easy to see where they 
get inspiration for their fashion style.

Most bands that top the charts indulge in the extravagant “rockstar” 
lifestyle with drinks, drugs, and girls. TeSSa Mendez uncovers one band 
that proves it’s posisble to wow crowds, top charts, and stay straight edge.

ROCKINGNEONSTYLE
PHOTO COUrTeSy OF Branded
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out of the
Ball Park

Unlike most bands, members of Ball Park Music couldn’t be 
more different. Gillian Shen finds out how this young band 
embraces individuality to create a harmonious tune.

Upon first glance, you wouldn’t think 
that the members of ball park music 
were remotely close. three years ago, 
they were merely classmates pursuing 
a bachelor in music at Queensland 
University of technology (QUt). 

today, sam Cromack (guitar/vocals), 
Jennifer boyce (bass, keytar, backing 
vocals), paul furness (keys, 
trombone), brock smith (guitar) and 
twins Dean (guitar, bass, backing 
vocals) and Daniel hanson (drums, 
backing vocals), find themselves 
almost inseparable.

“i guess we never expected anything 
to happen. so it’s kind of fateful,” 
says sam.

they’ve also been blessed with the 
magic number- six. “most bands have 
four or five people. but in this age, 
there’s a lot of diversity,” says sam.

he adds, “sometimes it’s hard, but 
i’d say most of the time, especially 
when we perform. it’s a real advantage 
because there’s lots of sound, so it 
sounds nice and full.”

this number also has other benefits. 
Jennifer says, “it’s really good for 
doing other things like sitting in threes 
on the plane, and having three pairs of 
buddies. oh and playing board games 
like scrabble and scattergories, we 
love scattergories!”

yes, they love to play the same board 
games, but when it comes to music, 
they couldn’t be more different.
 
“we’d play a game when we travel on 
the road, taking turns to shuffle our 
ipods. every time it’s paul’s turn, we 
put our plugs on,” teases brock. 

Jennifer also says that paul has the 
“scariest ipod of all”, because he’s the 
only one that loves “hot n Cold” by 
Katy perry.

the band plays a fusion of indie pop 
and folk. Crafting their music 
differently may just be the key to 
creating an identity of their own. 

“it’s good that we don’t just sit along 
one genre, we just play what we want 
and merge it all together and make 
sure it sounds alright,” explains 
Jennifer. 

this band is probably the only 
one with the worst set of 
twins. hardly identical, 
Daniel’s long hair 

screams ‘rocker’ while Dean’s short, 
neat do whispers ‘shy boy’.

having a sibling in the band has its 
benefits. “i guess i can always have 
someone i can trust on stage, no mat-
ter what. because we’ve played with 
each other for like what, 22 
years,” says Dean.

in the sweet, 
brotherly moment, 
brock interrupts, 
“they often wrestle 
each other and they’re 
allowed to vent their 
anger on each other.”
 
Jennifer adds, “for the 
rest of us, we have to 
keep it all in!” 

while the band might 
have their fun teasing and wrestling 
each other, they’ve worked, and are 
still working, extremely hard to pursue 
their music career.
 
on top of having full-time jobs back 
in brisbane, the band tries their best 
to seize every opportunity that comes 
their way. 

“we’re really poor, so we try to work as 
much as we can,” Jennifer pouts.

sure enough, their tenacity paid off 
when a couple of their songs hit the 
radio charts in australia, including 
singles like the boldly written “ifly” 
and “sad rude future Dude”. 

it’s not all about money for ball park 
music. Just this year, they covered 
a beatles song, “Come together”, 
with another australian band for the 
brisbane flood relief. 

“we all live there, we have friends 
and family here that were ef-
fected and this is just a 
natural thing anyone would 
do,” says sam.

previously, ball 
park music 
was sam’s 
solo 

project. he explains, “i travelled a lot 
with my family around the globe. we 
went to baseball stadiums, called ball 
parks, a lot.” 

sam’s Dad wanted him to do some-
thing to spread the word of baseball 
around, so sam thought, “ball park 
music sounds like a nice name.”

however, when he found his other five 
members, he didn’t think twice about 
playing music with them. 

“i never really 
thought that i was 
giving up my solo. it 
was more like, ‘yay! 
i have a band now, i 
can actually play my 
songs’.” 

since then, the six 
of them have never 
been apart. after 
2 eps a number of 
singles and ongoing 
tours, the young 

band is aiming to launch their debut 
album late this year. 

sam kids that we can all expect 
“super hits and worldwide fame” from 
their upcoming album. 

“i think we’re going to sound much 
more consistent. i hope that people 
will just enjoy it. it’s as simple as 
that.”

Listen to Ball Park Music at http://
www.myspace.com/musicfromthe-
ballpark.

Paul has the 
scariest iPod 

of all because he 
can’t get enough 

of “Hot N Cold” by 
Katy Perry!”

PHOTO: Tay Wan Lin
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no guards, no barriers, just them. Simple Plan never hides from fans. 
aManda LiM finds out how this band still gets hearts racing after more 
than a decade of making music.

tired reporters soon turned into excited 
teenagers as they entered a room filled 
with multi-coloured beanbags and 
heart-shaped cushions. music started 
to play as five superstars entered in 
bathrobes and sunglasses. nobody else 
excites people like simple plan.

back with their brand new album, Get 
Your Heart On, the Canadian pop-
punk band of 12 years offers a track 
recorded with fans from all around the 
world, a french song, and their first 
collaboration with a female.

“this song saved my life” is the 
closing track for the new album. it’s 

a testament to the value simple plan 
places on their fans. they asked fans 
over twitter what their music has done 
for them over the years. messages 
started to flood in as fans poured out 
their heartfelt words. the band took 
these words and turned them into their 
song dedication. 

after sending out an invite on twitter, 
25 fans from all across the globe 
travelled to vancouver to record the 
track. they came from south africa, 
poland, russia and other countries. 

rhythm guitarist and backing vocalist 
sebastien lefebvre said, “the fans 

keep us going. to them, music is really 
important, and we don’t want to let 
them down.” he added, “we want to 
be their pearl Jam,” this is also the 
band that’s inspired them.

the band also had their first 
collaboration with a female.   
this definitely had some members’ 
hearts pounding. their single, “Jet 
lag”, features british babe natasha 
bedingfield and french Canadian 
marie-mai in an alternate french 
version, which garnered a fair bit of 
attention as bouvier also sang most of 
the pop punk song in french.

“we all grew up speaking french so 
it was cool to do a french song… we 
were all nervous, but it ended up being 
great,” said lefebvre.

he added, “it’s weird how a lot of 
fans that don’t speak french say they 
prefer the french version… they find 
it exotic.”

bouvier said, “we’re finally now able 
to take a step back and look at what 
we’ve accomplished and how far we 
have come.” 

Get Your Heart On is available 
in all major record stores.

 Her Own Sweet Way

Clearly unaccustomed to the humidity 
here, lydia fans herself with a 
brochure despite us being in an 
air-conditioned room. she fumbles 
around her handbag and, to my 
surprise, produces a can of beer that’s 
still slightly chilled.

she removes her oversized shades and 
recalls, “they had a rule in one of my 
old schools where all the girls had to 
wear skirts, but i was used to wearing 
pants and i refused to wear a skirt, 
so i got kicked out because of that.” 

“Danda and i were dating when we 
first started the band, and a lot of the 
songs from our first record were pretty 
much about our relationship,” reveals 
lydia.

she adds, “[the album] is basically a 
collection of our experiences over the 
past two years and tells our story.”

instead of feeling lonely as the only 
girl in the band, lydia admits that she 
feels more comfortable around guys, 
because she’s used to touring with an 
all-male crew. 

“the sound engineer, the lighting 
crew and the band are all guys, so i 
get treated better in a sense because 
i get to do all the interviews and stuff 
and they do the all the manual work 
like transporting the equipment,” she 
chirps.

Just like lydia, the band’s music 
stands out from the crowd. pushing 
through cliché genres, the irish press 
has given them their own genre, 
“dream pop-rock ‘n’ roll”.

it’s full-steam ahead for sweet Jane. 
they will be touring the UK, finishing 
work on their second album, and 
performing at the lodestar festival in 
london come september.

Sugar For My Soul can be found at 
all major record stores. You can also 
listen to Sweet Jane online at www.
myspace.com/officialsweetjane. 

Clearly unabashed by the fact that she 
got expelled, lydia adds, “but then 
again if i hadn’t been such a fool i 
wouldn’t have started the band!”

this band, however, is anything but 
foolish. hailing from Dublin, ireland, 
the band was formed in 2008 by 
lead guitarist and songwriter, Danda 
paxton. 

with him was his brother ruairi on 
bass, Donagh o’ brien on drums, 
and lydia on vocals. in just one year, 
they recorded and released their ep, 
Blackboots and Blackhearts, leaving a 
mass of rave reviews from underground 
press.

the band was signed to irish label 
reekus records in late 2009, and 
released their debut album Sugar 
For My Soul in ireland last July. the 

album is currently finding its way 
around asia, including singapore, 
malaysia, and hong Kong.

as to why the name sweet Jane 
(lou reed’s 1970s hit single), lydia 
explains that her dad looks a lot like 
lou reed, guitarist and vocalist of 
the velvet Underground – one of their 
main musical influences.

“the first time we [Danda and lydia] 
ever recorded together, we were setting 
up our equipment in my apartment 
when the song “sweet Jane” began 
playing on the stereo, and we thought, 
“hey what a great name! we should 
totally call our band that”,” says 
lydia.

Lydia des dolles, lead singer of 
rock band Sweet Jane, speaks 
with gerMaine Tan about 
her bad rep as a teen, the birth 
of the band,  and everything else 
in between.

[The album] is 
basically a collection of 
our experiences and 

tells our story.”
“

 racing 
hearts              
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True Bluez Lover
already obscure to the masses, jazz is 
slowly fading away. While others let 
this beautiful genre go, some continue 
holding on to it. SaMUeL OW finds out 
what keeps some jazz cafés  going.

southbridge Jazz @7atenine and 
saxophone bar at Cuppage terrace are 
two famous jazz bars that have played 
their last note and closed down. it 
seems that jazz no longer appeals to 
the masses, but those who have an ear 
for this niche genre can always depend 
on bluJaz Café and the regent bar. 

“when i first came to haji lane, i fell 
for it. i love old buildings, and the 
trees on bali lane create a lovely boul-
evard,” enthuses aileen tan, owner of 
blueJaz Café. with this instant attrac-
tion for the heritage ground, one of the 
last jazz cafés in singapore was built.

she’s shocked to hear about the jazz 
scene in singapore fading away. as if 
it’s a brand new revelation, she 
comments, “really?” she claims not 
to know much about the scene, but 
she realises that a few established 
clubs have recently closed down.

“Jazz happened to be a big part of our 
live music scene,” says the jazz lover, 
dismayed about the current situation. 

the reason for this devastating closure 
is the masses’ change in taste. “much 
of the local music scene today has 
been dedicated to suit the 
coming generation of the young people 
out there, which are going more for 
techno, electro and indie genres,” 
says bluJaz Café’s regular customer, 
petrina lee.

the 24-year-old finds that jazz music 
eases her “tensing” muscles. she 
says, “listening to such music while 
talking to companions and eating 

given to the remaining numbers of jazz 
listeners out there because they are 
the ones that are keeping the scene 
going on in singapore. without them, 
the jazz scene would probably be 
extinct.”

nicholas tan, 22, who is undergoing 
national service, said that his fellow 
ns men have exposed him to the 
genre not too long ago. 

he felt that “jazz music is subtle and 
not too distracting when it comes to 
talking and bonding with [his] fellow 
friends.”

he adds, “bluJaz is just one of the 

clubs that have not closed down and 
he hopes that they would not change 
the genre just to suit what their cus-
tomers want but rather the customers 
to come because they really enjoy the 
essence of jazz music.”

together, the local surviving passion-
ate fans or the local and expat musi-
cians still form a small but active jazz 
community here in singapore today.

[creates] the mood to chill and relax.”
she adds that such music is much 
harder to find today as compared to 
when she was much younger. nowa-
days, people are listening more to con-
temporary and catchy tunes, forsaking 
the slow ones like jazz. petrina states, 
“that is not doing any justice to jazz.”

one of the biggest loss is the closing 
of the saxophone bar, where ameri-
can maestro o’Donal levy used to 
play. maestro o’Donal levy is currently 
living in new york City. 

the singaporean Jazz scene is still 
surviving largely due to the american 
expat musicians who are playing jazz 

here, and a couple of local musicians 
such as Jeremy montiero, aya sekine,
greg lyon, md noor, fendi, Casey, and 
alamay.

other guest artistes have fought 
against the odds of the generation’s 
genres that are uprising today.

nicholas tan, a frequent listener of 
jazz music, says, “Credit has to be 

Jazz Music is subtle and 
not too distracting when it 

comes to talking and bonding 
with my fellow friends.”

Nicholas Tan

“

after brushing aside Lady gaga at the grammys 
and topping album charts, they’ve shed their 
underdog personas and are now poised to take 
on the world. Jenny ganeSHrayS unravels the 
works of arcade Fire.

interview Courtesy of Warner Music.
“who the hell is arcade fire?” or 
better yet, “what is arcade fire? 
sounds like some video game!” 

these were just some of the indignant 
outbursts flooding social networking 
sites, when the then-relatively un-
known Canadian indie rockers snagged 
album of the year for The Suburbs at 
this year’s grammy awards, leaving 
stalwarts like lady gaga and eminem 
in the lurch. a

“it’s the stuff that you see with a really 
low expectation that usually blows your 
mind,” says lead singer win butler.

together with jazz singer régine Chas-
sagne, this husband-wife duo formed 
the seven-piece band in montreal 
back in 2003. multi-instrumentalists 
richard reed parry, tim Kingsbury, 
sarah neufeld, drummer Jeremy gara, 
and butler’s youngest brother will 
complete the line-up. 

“it’s not like everyone needs to be 
excited about our album (The Sub-
urbs), but for those who are, it’s a 
special little moment,” says win.

Despite the doom-laden undertones of 
their material (2004’s funeral deals 
with the deaths of family members 
in win’s and régine’s families, while 

their thirst for making a deep impact 
extends far beyond the stage. they’ve 
recently launched the charitable 
organisation Kanpe (meaning “to 
stand up” in haitian Creole), providing 
aid to needy communities in haiti. 

with such a heady, larger-than-life 
vision, it seems that nothing can stand 
in arcade fire’s skyward trajectory to 
music domination, à la U2 and bruce 
springsteen. but underneath it all, 
one thing still smoulders: the group’s 
collective commitment to their music. 

“we’re trying to make it [our music], 
so that people experience what we do 
through what we care about,” will 
reveals. his brother win agrees, “we 
really are a band, and something spe-
cial happens when we play together.”

The deluxe re-issue of The Suburbs, 
with two previously unreleased tracks 
is available at all good record stores.

2007’s neon bible touches on vio-
lence, paranoia and hypocrisy), their 
music remains curiously euphoric, 
favouring uplifting, lush arrangements 
and an eclectic assortment of instru-
ments from the french horn to the 
hurdy-gurdy, just to name a few. 

their gloriously evangelistic sound 
soared to greater heights, enabling the 
suburbs to occupy simultaneous #1 
spots on both the United states (Us) 
and the United Kingdom (UK) album 
charts and innumerable spots on top 
albums of 2010 lists.

if the mass endorsement on both 
sides of the atlantic wasn’t enough, 
they can also count on the blessings 
of predecessors U2, who have invited 
them on tour. arcade fire walked 
onstage with “wake Up” as their 
opening song. as bono himself told 
the new york times last year, arcade 
fire’s discography “contains all the big 
themes and ideas that make all around 
them seem so vapid”. 

it’s the stuff that you see with a 
really low expectation that usually 
blows your mind.”“

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF UniVerSaL MUSiC SingaPOre

This  fire
can’t stop
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Electronic Chick
armed with synthesisers, a keyboard, and electronic beats, there’s no 

stopping this homegrown mega-force. named by time magazine as one 

of the 5 music acts to watch in 2008, mei wong, who goes by the name 

the analog girl, has performed in numerous foreign lands including new 

york City, london, paris, Jakarta, berlin and Japan. most recently, this 

dynamic lady even opened for critically acclaimed indie-rock group,

the whitest boy alive, during their 2011 concert in hong Kong.

it doesn’t take much to be smitten by mei’s music. give one of her 

dreamy avant-garde tracks a listen and you’ll be sure to fall hook, line, 

and sinker. her richly textured songs are always complex and elaborate, 

and they strike just the right note with fans. sort of how the local dish 

rojak is like - discordant, yet strangely delicious.

“my music stems from the clashing of ideas, textures and rhythms all 

coming together to form something else, something different,” says the 

effervescent 37-year-old.

she adds, “i have always been interested in all types of music, so even 

though i have been working with electronic instruments all my life, the 

music i make is not purely dance or electronic once you start stripping the 

layers. the feel of my songs vary as i soak in new music, new experiences 

and exploring new tools,” 

having performed at so many international events, mei professes to be 

an avid traveler who loves nothing more than playing to an enthusiastic 

crowd overseas.

“i once played to an overwhelming reception at rrreCfest in Jakarta, 

and it got so intense that the crowd started splitting onto the street,” 

recalls mei.

that being said, she loves her “shy” singaporean audience all the same 

and credits the country’s peace and stability for nurturing a habitable 

environment in which creativity can materialise.

“to me, something that is very ‘singaporean’ is the conscientious 

pursuit of creativity and the spirit of discovery.”

so, what great things can we expect next from the analog girl? 

well, she’s currently mixing songs from her upcoming full-length 

studio album and hopes to have a completed record by the end 

of this year. 

“it’s been three years in the making, but it’s well worth the 

wait!” we can already hear the sweet sounds of a cosmic 

dreamscape beckoning forth towards us!

To win The Analog Girl album, answer the following question:Which magazine named The Analog Girl as one of the 5 Music Acts to Watch in 2008?
Email your answer tohype@fmsmidea.com!

Dark Side

Electronic Chick

The Soul Man

The Mod Squad

Dear World...
Love, Singapore

immerse yourself in the world of Singapore’s music with 
JeaneTTe Tan as she speaks with three highly successful artistes 
with an international fan base, and finds out what being 
Singaporean truly means to them. 

Dear world, 

this little red dot is set to paint you crimson. no longer quiet about our 

talents, we’re ready to spread the love of music. we’re so much more 

vibrant than you know, we’ve traveled to so many places to share our 

passion, and we’ve got fans from across the globe!  there’s one-woman electronic band the analog girl, Charlie lim, 
folk-rock extraordinaire, pyschedelic soul lovers the pinholes, and the 

metalheads fall of mirra. perk up your ears and listen up, world! you 

just might be duly rewarded with three outstanding artistes.love, 
singapore.

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF JULiUS LandaU
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The Soul Man
his tunes get you in the mood for groovin’ and he doesn’t shy away from big, brassy instruments, yet his sensational pipes are the perfect accompaniment to a simple acoustic guitar.
no, he isn’t Jason mraz, nor is he John mayer. his name is Charlie lim. born in singapore, Charlie was only 14 when he moved to melbourne, australia to study, supposedly to follow in his father’s footsteps to study medicine. that never worked out. eventually, it was there that Charlie ended up finding his true calling – music. 

Currently in his fourth year at monash University studying Jazz, 23-year-old Charlie has since received rave reviews for his delicate balance of folk-rock sensibilities with swanky groove-based soul music. most recently, his music has even made it to the top 10 charts in pbs 106.7 fm melbourne, an aussie radio station.
Currently, Charlie’s self-titled ep is being retailed at local starbucks outlets. though Charlie has certainly fit in well into the australian culture now, he admits that homesickness strikes him sometimes.
“but as long as you know you’re not stranded, there’s nothing a phone call or email can’t fix,” he says.

given the pressure of performing in a country where the independent music scene is so substantial, Charlie is undoubtedly surprised at how well received his music is in melbourne. he feels that he isn’t just representing singapore, but asians in general. with this much weight on his shoulders, Charlie didn’t begin his music career with the highest self-esteem.  

“i used to be very self-conscious about being different from my peers on stage because you can’t deny certain stereotypes that exist.”
he adds, “but then you start to realise that if you’re good enough, you could turn that around and make it work for you. Chances are you’ll end up impressing people more because they didn’t expect that from you.”
plans are in the pipeline for a quick tour back in singapore at the end of the year, and then it’s back to the studio to record new material, which would hopefully translate to a full-length album release 

early next year.

Digital downloads are now available at http://charlielim.net

To win a free 

coloured badge from 

The Pinholes answer the 

following question:

Who is the lead singer of 

The Pinholes?

Email your answer to

hype@fmsmidea.com!

The Mod Squad
it’s hard to miss the pinholes. Clad in a riotous mix of 60’s psychedelic 

prints topped off with John lennon-esque shades, countless pairs of 

eyes follow the pinholes right up to the moment they sit down at the 

table. oblivious to the stares, lead vocalist famie suliman shakes my 

hand with a remarkably infectious grin plastered across his face. it’s 

impossible to feel gloomy with these guys around.

made up of famie, Di Di, Qush, and is, the pinholes could very well be 

singapore’s answer to the beatles. identifying themselves as “singapore 

rock & roll” on their facebook page, this four-man band has been 

described as “trippy, sun-kissed, and refreshingly angst-free” by the 

straits times. they take it upon themselves to bring back the golden 

decade of good ol’ rock ‘n’ roll from yesteryear.

“there is too much sadness in the world! we have to move on to a 

brighter side of life and just let loose,” says famie.

it’s this fun spirit of blitheness that’s propelled the band’s success, 

leading them to rock out in malaysia, indonesia, and most notably, the 

prestigious south by southwest (sXsw) festival 2010 held in 

austin, america. 

although they love playing in foreign lands, their love for our motherland 

still blazes as fierce as the hot singapore sun. it has become a “thing” 

for the pinholes’ fans and groupies to bring along the nation flag to 

every performance that the band performs at. why so extreme, though?

“it’s our form of repayment towards singapore for supporting and 

backing us up… if we don’t love our own country, who will?” Di Di, 

the guitarist teased. Collectively, the band feels that they embody the 

singaporean identity of harmony and ‘togetherness’.

“we’re all very chill. like singapore, our band’s a hub where everyone 

gets together,” jokes Qush, the drummer. that being said, the guys all 

feel that singaporeans are too strait-laced. Qush adds, “we really need 

to let loose, get down, and boogie!” 

sadly, the band doesn’t believe in producing good ol’ CDs anymore, as 

the expensive cost of production wouldn’t match the amount that people 

would be willing to pay to listen to music. famie adds, “although we 

may be retro, we have to keep up with the technology.”

Their new EP is slated to be released by October 2011. 

For digital downloads, visit http://thepinholes.net

To win a Charlie Lim EP album, answer the following question:What is Charlie Lim’s YouTube channel name?
Email your answer tohype@fmsmidea.com!
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The Dark Side
fall of mirra is not for the faint-hearted. and why should it be? after all, 

this progressive metalcore band has been indulging fans worldwide with 

its brand of fist-pounding, heart-thumping music that speaks out to the 

savage beast in us all.

having performed in locations such as China, south Korea and indonesia, 

as well as having travelled to malaysia, manila, australia and new 

zealand as part of their promotional tour of their debut ep (extended 

play), Prelude to Destruction, fall of mirra is not expected to fall flat in 

the metal scene anytime soon.

this five-man band is made up of hadirman (lead guitar), fadzlly 

(drums), Julius (keyboards), imran (bass) and brandon (vocals). with 

every member of the band being inspired by a different genre of music, 

fall of mirra, does not subscribe to preconceived notions of what a 

“hardcore” or “metalcore” should sound like.

“our musical influences range from trash metal, punk music, to classical 

symphonic music, and even jazz,” says hadirman. 

“hence, with each of our individual preferences in mind, this forms the 

basis of how our music sounds like.”

it certainly seems that this blend of diverse sounds forms the backbone 

of fall of mirra, and these guys will have you know that despite their 

international successes, they are still pretty much singaporeans at heart.

“Just like the pledge says, ‘it doesn’t matter what race or religion you 

belong to’. but rather, what matters to us most is that we, as a band, can 

make great music together, regardless of our differences in either race or 

musical influences.”

“we know most of our local fans on a personal level, and sometimes we 

even hang out with them. singapore is so small and everyone practically 

knows each other, on a personal level in some way or another,” says the 

band.

headbangers will be excited to know that fall of mirra is not slowing 

down. “right now, we are dedicating most of our time to recording our 

full-length debut album, but as to when the album will be out, we can’t 

give a definite answer yet as we’re still in the early stages of recording,” 

says hadirman.

For updates and sample tracks, visit http://www.myspace.com/fallofmirra 

To win an Arrant End  album, answer the following question:The _____ At Stake is the name of The Arrant End’s latest album.
Email your answer tohype@fmsmidea.com!

Some metal bands express the angst within on stage; some even spew 
vomit off the stage. The arrant end, however, tells Shana Siow that 
they’re a completely different band of metalheads. 

The  Metalheads

it’s a blazing hot wednesday. Justin 
heng, 20, guitarist of the arrant end, 
strides into starbucks with a rather 
sleepy gait. 

“sorry,” he mumbles, “i stayed up too 
late playing wow (world of warcraft).” 
it seems like online role-playing 
games (rpgs) make the core of the 
band, right down to the foundations of 
how they started.

“we formed the band due to Dota,” 
Justin laughs, referring to the popular 
online rpg, Defence of the ancients. 
adrian Chai, 19, the band’s 
vocalist, shakes his head at first, but 
after constant insistence by Justin he 
amicably agrees to this fact, and they 
both recline on the chairs,in a rather 
lethargic manner.

the arrant end, comprising adrian 
Chai, Justin heng, mark ambrose, 
Keith arriola and emmanuel martinez, 
are used to making self-deprecating 
shots at themselves, even regarding 
their music.  

Justin and adrian agree that they’re 
“dull” on stage as compared to off-
stage, which isn’t usually the case for 
most performers. adrian adds, “we get 
mixed reactions from the audience,” 
adrian adds, and furtively looks at 

a tinge of seriousness, and then bursts 
out into comical laughter yet again. 

adrian adds, “we would want to make 
an impact, perhaps cause a shift in 
ideology and perception.”

they are working on a new concept 
album, which will be based loosely 
off the book of enoch from the bible. 
“there are interesting stories of angels 
and titans in the book,” says Justin. 
 
adrian adds, “the sound is more raw, 
it’s heavier, faster in a way... yet more 
melodious.”

Tracks are available at 
http://www.myspace.com/thearrantend

Justin out of the corner of his eyes, 
“but most of it is positive.”

“hopefully,” Justin cracks up just 
then, and mentions about the time 
them getting booed at DXo (a club 
situated beside the esplanade).

they were the opening act for “a club-
bing atmosphere” and the audience, 
all ready to dance, wasn’t receptive to 
their heavy music.

it is hard to tell if they’re serious 
about themselves, as they joke about 
how the band’s name came about. 

they wrote down random words and 
picked the ones that sounded best 
together. “when you’re 14 and 15 
years old, all you want to do is come 
up with a cool name,” Justin picks at 
his napkin sheepishly, “you know, you 
just really want to look cool in front 
of everyone.”

“we kept contemplating changing 
the name, but since people 
recognised us by the name when we 
went for shows, we just stuck with 
the arrant end.”

when asked what impression they wish 
to give their listeners, “the spirit of 
racial harmony,” Justin ventures with 

^
LaidbackPHOTO COUrTeSy OF FaLL OF Mirra

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF THe arranT end
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The annual three-day music
festival is back once again and 

TOH Xin zHe scoops the dirt on the 
rad bands performing this year.

To quote Alice Kingsley from Alice in Wonderland, “[these 
bands are] entirely bonkers. But I’ll tell you a secret. 
All the best people are.” They definitely are the best (and 
the craziest), or else they wouldn’t have been chosen to 
perform at this year’s baybeats!

BEAR 
CULTURE

mAD mATes: nur thahira taslim, Jayme lim, muhammad 
shahrin syazwan b s, muhammad Khair bin safaruan, 
niki Koh zheng hao
eArWAX: rock/metal/progressive
LosT CoNTroL: “the craziest thing so far has to be round 2 
of the baybeat’s audition! where Jayme ‘Kicked’ 
thahirah over during one of our songs and 
she continued singing from the ground.”
LAsT WorDs: “play our fullest or not play at all”

CrAziNess FACTor: 

WE THE
THOUSANDS

mAD mATes: bryan, Dhany, lewis, yip
eArWAX: rock/alternative/progressive

LosT CoNTroL: “we do a lot of stupid things. i’m always annoying the 
rest of the guys, lewis goes missing sometimes, yip keeps pumping 

his fist too much during performances and Dhany is just clumsy.”
LAsT WorDs: “stand strong. it wouldn’t take long.”

CrAziNess FACTor:    DCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCC

ARAJUA
mAD mATes: abdul hakim, md fazly, sessionists ashek ali, 
fadlee salim, Jufri price, erik
eArWAX: experimental/post-rock band
LosT CoNTroL: “we had a gig once without having jamming sessions 
before show day. we eventually had our jamming sessions a few 
hours before the show. it turned out not too bad!”
LAsT WorDs: “never give up your passion to anything.”

CrAziNess FACTor: 

AVALANCHE
mAD mATes: Kammal vojodi, Cashvin Christopher, 

Charlie liu, ash perez
eArWAX: hardcore/alternative

LosT CoNTroL: “when we were in perth, we were 
partying at a friend’s place and got pretty smashed. 

our producer cabbed home because he was too drunk to 
drive and we wrapped his entire car in cling wrap and 

aluminum foil, giving him a shiny car with chrome wheels.”
LAsT WorDs: “learning as we grow, writing what we believe in.”

CrAziNess FACTor: dcddoincodnvoinvonv

YOU AND I 
COLLIDE

mAD mATes: amin, boon, man, zad
eArWAX: guitar-driven melodic rock
LosT CoNTroL: “hmm... nothing crazy. really.”
LAsT WorDs: “believe in what you want.”

CrAziNess FACTor:                                  (try harder!)

RUINS AND
REMAINS

mAD mATes: melvin, axel, nick, Jon, Qijian
eArWAX: Dark, heavy, mellow, progressive

LosT CoNTroL: “Craziest thing we did... nothing much really, we 
just drank quite a few beers before the show and was pretty tipsy!”

LAsT WorDs: “write music with all your heart, have a goal for 
where you want your band to be, dedicate 

your heart into it and you will do just fine.”

CrAziNess FACTor: dpdffojcpdicndicdinc

SEYRA
mAD mATe: seyra
eArWAX: indie folk pop
LosT CoNTroL: “Driving onto the wrong side of the road 
accidentally! luckily the headlights shining from the 
oncoming traffic jolted me to my swift senses.”
LAsT WorDs: to create with sincerity, put in the hard 
work, and practise!”

CrAziNess FACTor:  
(points deducted for unintentional act)
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every song is a story, and their stories lie 
here in Singapore. Cheating Sons reveal to 

FOO Min VaLerie their love for this culture.

“hello! i’m haqim,” says the rejek’s 
lead guitarist chirpily as he takes a 
seat with fareez (vocalist, bassist) and 
amalu (drummer). 

the rejeks are surprisingly young 
(19 and 20 years old) to be mature 
musicians. their curly hair is the only 
shared physical characteristic among 
them. 

Curious, i ask if any of them have had 
their hair chemically curled. instantly, 
they roar in laughter. “they are all 
natural curls,” says amalu.

Childhood friends from the same 
neighborhood, they only started playing 
together in 2008 after watching the 
rise of other local bands. 

“2008 was the prime time for local 
gigs, so we got influenced, and decided 
to form a band and teach ourselves how 
to play,” fareez remarks. he adds, “we 
learnt by watching youtube videos and 
playing covers.”

the rejeks are best known for their 
love of “experimenting with sounds” 
and they aim to make listeners dance 
to their refreshing blend of rock, pop 
and other genres. 

following eps Cheap, Modern Love and 
Undress To Impress, they’ve given in to 
fans’ un-quenchable thirst for more. 

today, they’re rewarding fans with a 
full-length album. what’s new is that 
they are “re-recording and changing 
their sound”. it sounds like their ardent 
fans are in for a treat! 

“we’ll have 10 full tracks, from our 
previous eps, as well as new songs,” 
says haqim.

as i ask them about their songwriting 
technique, they look at each other and 
laugh once again. 

“we all contribute (to the lyrics), but 
we compose the tunes before we write 

the 
lyrics,” haqim 
confesses. 

fareez chimes in, “we don’t have a 
background in poetry. we just write 
whatever interests us. mostly about 
love.”

speaking of sound, haqim adds, “it’s 
hard to stick to one thing. i’m always 
trying out different sounds and playing 
different solos as i can’t decide.”

the rejeks say they are “brothers from 
different mothers”, a close-knit musical 
brotherhood forged with a common 
interest in making music and “making 
people dance”. 

seated in an atas (local slang for 
classy) café with the classic beatles 
t-shirt and “too-cool-to-care” mop 
hairdo, Cheating sons’ frontman wang 
renyi and lead guitarist leong Chee 
shan could possibly pull off a cool look 
in singlets, drinking kopi in a coffee 
shop. 

“if i’m going to tell a story, why should 
i tell a story about something that i’m 
not familiar with? we’re all familiar 
with life here and that’s all we’re 
familiar with. we’re not trying to be 
someone else,” says renyi. 

renyi (lead vocals, rhythm guitar, 
harmonica), Chee shan (lead guitar, 
banjo, bass), Don (bass, mandolin, 
banjo, ukulele, backing vocals), and 
andy (drums, percussion) make up 
Cheating sons. 

with a deliberate negative connotation 
in their name, the sons acquired their 
name from the “angst of the artist in 
singapore”.

“a lot of our songs are narratives so 
they are stories, but they are inspired 

by life in singapore,” 
shares renyi.

he adds, “i 
think we’re very 
entrenched and 
engrained, and we 
really like all the aspects of our culture. 
a lot of people slam singapore for a lot 
of different reasons, but i think they 
fail to realise the unique side of our 
culture. you only fully appreciate it 
when you leave this place for a while, 
which we did when we went overseas 
[to study].”

local references are dominant in their 
music, with song titles like “ah long 
on the run”. when asked about their 
favourite song off the album, Chee 
shan points to renyi, who appears to 
be deep in thought. Chee shan snaps, 
“he is the lyricist!” 

they burst into peals of laughter as 
Chee shan takes out a copy of their 
album for renyi to refer to. renyi takes 
a moment to look at the titles of his 
work, and comes to a decision after 
some thought.

“i think lyrically, it would be “tales of 
glory”, that would be one of the songs 
i am most pleased with in terms of the 
stories i was trying to tell and the lyrics 
i’ve written,” he muses as he takes a 
sip of coffee.

Chee shan smiles as he recalls the 
band’s “most significant event”, 
which is the launch of Masters, Wives, 
Daughters. it took the band 19 months 
to produce the album.

renyi shares, “our goals are simple – to 
play better, gig more extensively, write 
with greater inspiration and creativity. 
also, we want to spread our music to 
markets beyond our shores.”

Masters, Wives, Daughters is available 
at all major record stores. Cheating 
Sons will be playing at Baybeats, and 
catch their opening act for Two Door 
CInema Club on Aug 11, Esplanade.

5 autographed copies of Cheating Son’s latest album to give away!Simply tell us the name of their latest album.
Email your answer tohype@fmsmedia.com!

young, carefree, and with an upbeat tempo, 
The rejeks rock their curly-hair head with
much love and passion for music. 
HannaH WOng finds out more about 
these brothers-from-a-different-mother. 

NOT RE-JEKTED

SONS OF
SINGAPORE

We just write 
whatever interests us. 
Mostly about love.”“

PHOTO: HannaH WOng

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF CHee SHan
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A NEW TAKE ON local fILMS

“a filmmaker once said you shouldn’t 
feel about a film. you can feel about 
a woman, but a film is not a woman.
rather, you should think about a film.”

Quoting famed french new wave 
director Jean-luc godard, what 
strikes me most as i chat with local 
independent filmmaker liao Jie Kai 
is the sense of pensiveness that he 
exudes, especially so for a man only in 
his 20s. also present at the interview 
was tan bee thiam, 33, friend and 
producer of Jie Kai. 

Just 27 years old, Jie Kai has already 
amassed a number of accolades under 
his belt. his most-recognised short 
films, Clouds in a Shell and The Inner 
City have received rave reviews at the 
13th asian american showcase in 
Chicago and the 2nd asian berlin hot 
shots in 2008 and 2009 respectively. 

this multi-hyphenate’s (read: director-
writer-producer-lecturer-visual artist) 
most recent debut feature length 
film, Red Dragonflies, was exclusively 
screened at filmgarde Cineplex, illuma 
in may 2011.

to him, red Dragonflies is a symbolism 
for adolescence, and an acceptance of 
passing relationships.

“one of my inspirations for this movie 
was the experiences with old friends 
from school... i feel that when we talk 
about things that happened in school 

Joining Singapore’s league of hip 
hop masters, this artiste is talking 
about world domination! RaChel 
ooi uncovers this local talent.

thoroughly charismatic and simply 
winsome, Kevin lester exudes the vim 
and vigour that is probably instrumental 
in his widespread recognition. but 
that’s not all there is to our homegrown 
international artiste. 

“i’m taking it upon myself to be 
singapore’s hip hop ambassador if you 
will,” he laughs. 

ever since lester’s debut album Let’s 
Talk About Kevin Lester was released 
last november, his work has garnered 
high rotation and rave reviews by critics 
locally and worldwide.
 
in the wake of bustling international 
attention, he has scored gigs in places 
like amsterdam, rotterdam, indonesia 
and malaysia, putting singapore on the 
map in the global music arena. he’s 
also a rap artiste, emcee, songwriter 
and producer.

“[hip hop is] more than 
just in songs, it’s a 
culture.”

his trip to rotterdam left a deep 
impression of singaporean music to 
industry veterans from around the globe 
at the international hip hop and r&b 
conference, New Skool Rules.

“it was probably the first time most of 
the attendees at the conference had 
heard music from singapore, much less 
hip hop,” says the dynamic hip hop 
dreamboat.

“i respected that and knew that for 
many, my music would be their first 
impression of [singaporean] music.”

with the rapturous reception of 
his works and technical abilities 
as an artiste and performer, doors 
were opened for him to join forces 
with distinguished musicians from 
switzerland and new york. 

at home, lester, also known as the 
lion City boy, is hard at spearheading a 
musical revolution. he formed his nine-
piece r&b band, siXX, in 2008 albeit 
the initial hurdles of breaking into a 
scene in where alternative and indie 
rock seemed to prevail. 

before, our relationship seems to be 
stranded in those periods of times,” 
says Jie Kai. 

he’s quick to object when i mention the 
nostalgia, though.

“it’s almost as if we are re-living this 
relationship, but it’s not just purely 
nostalgic, which is something that 
comes more naturally when you spend 
long periods of time together, but 
because your real relationship with 
these people is confined to a certain 
period, you cannot really say it’s 
nostalgia.”

he adds, “i think the point is that while 
we remember old things, new things 
will eventually become old as well,” he 
says, “it’s this process that is life. it’s 
very inevitable.”

bee thiam interrupts, “you can almost 
feel a certain sense of ‘zenness’ and 
calmness to his works. it doesn’t move 
or manipulate you – but yet if you are 
patient enough, it draws you into his 
world where he genuinely wants to 
share something close to his heart.” 

at this point, Jie Kai leans forward and 
explains that he feels commercial films 
lead audiences towards a particular 
emotion and tells them how to interpret 
the movie.

the young Jie Kai’s take on films was 
vastly different from his indie mentality

yet, nothing will sway this unflinching 
indian-eurasian from sallying forth. he 
dauntlessly led his band in reaching out 
to all and sundry.

“we’re not afraid of just busking in 
the streets to put our music out there. 
we’ve done that, bringing our music 
into trains and cafés around town.”

and as it happens, they were 
discovered. 

siXX has been invited on stage for 
music festivals and events like the 
mosaic music festival 2011, zoukout 
10th anniversary, and roktoberfest 
with timbre. 

the band was also given opportunities 
to work side by side with international 
acts such as n*e*r*D, Korn, and David 
guetta. their upcoming ep is slated for 
release this august. 

“i’m always striving to get people 
involved with my music. i believe 
that’s what we, as musicians, must 
achieve to have - a movement toward 
[our] music. i believe that listeners 
want something more. they want to
be part of our journey.”

lester’s journey didn’t quite start
out music-centered. before 
composing original verses and 
tunes, he  made his first step by 
tendering his resignation letter 
as a marketing executive in an 
it firm. he’s never looked back 
since.  

his first big break was when 
he became part of bonafide 
vintage flav’r (bvf) in 2006 
where he recorded a radio hit 
single “feels good”. the band 
was later nominated for best 
local band by safra radio’s 
power 98fm. 

lester’s music speaks 
volumes for his talent, which 
stands out from the other young
singaporean-born hopefuls. 

“i plan to show everyone that you 
don’t have to throw on a fake accent 
or pretend to be someone you’re not 
to be involved in hip hop. there’s so 
much to it. it’s more than just in 
songs, it’s a culture.”

Digital tracks are available at 
htpp://thelioncityboy.bandcamp.com

today, having watched only two movies 
in the cinema– Jurassic Park and a 
Jackie Chan film. 

it wasn’t until Junior College and 
enlisting in the national service that he 
was exposed to the world of cinemas. 

local independent film enthusiasts will 
have something to look forward to from 
Jie Kai in the near future. 

he’s currently developing his second 
feature film, There Was Once A 
Mountain, about Chinese communities 
in singapore in the 70s.

Jie Kai cites his parents, singapore 
polytechnic’s Chinese society 
members, as the main source of 
inspiration for this up-and-coming 
project.

though he has spent a number of years 
studying abroad in Chicago, it seems 
that he’s still pretty much singaporean 
at heart, seeing how most of his films 
are based in the local context.

“at some point in america, i felt like 
the stories i wrote were not natural.” 

he adds, “i knew that if i wanted to 
make films, i had to come back to 
singapore… this is where i grew up in, 
and this is where i have stories to tell.”

as we wrap up our interview, Jie Kai 
seems to have reached a revelation. 

“it is really because of singapore and 
singaporeans that we make these films 
for,” he says thoughtfully, while taking 
a final sip of his cappuccino.

Our  lion  city  boy
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amidst the scene of formulaic Hollywood films with predictable plots, 
JeaneTTe Tan chats with one Singaporean director who stands out 
with his sincerity towards filmmaking.
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Ming throws her hat
in the ring

From acting to singing to modelling, she’s 
got it all covered. raCHeL OOi discovers how 
London chick Ming Bridges continues to stray 
away from her comfort zone while keeping her 
dynamic and positive personality .

Despite coming from the torrential rain 
outside, actress-singer-model ming 
bridges maintains a dainty gait in all 
her poise as she walks into the room. 
exuding warmth and geniality, the 
18-year-old extends her immaculately 
manicured hands with a winning smile 
and introduces herself. 

amidst her hectic travel schedule 
travelling between singapore and 
the United Kingdom (UK), ming has 

been pulling out all the stops for a 
bilingual album.

“it’s very special to me as the 
songs mark a lot of my growing 
up. i do hope that others can 
find their own way of relating to 

them as i have,” says ming.

remarkably, the damsel of 
british decent composes 
and records her own 
mandarin songs on top of 
her regular english ones. 

the songs, she explains, 
are a reflection of her feelings 

and experiences from being away 
from home the past two years in an 

environment relatively foreign to her. 

when asked about her ability to hold 
a conversation in mandarin, ming 

replies cheekily, “yi dian dian”, 
which means “a little bit”. 

“i’m hopeless with the 
pronunciation of certain words 
and it drives me crazy. i will 

practise, practise and practise 
and i’d still be stuck,” she 

exclaims. 

yet, even in the face of such a 
challenge, ming’s face lights up at the 
thought of mandarin songs, especially 
those to do with romance. “i love them 
and i’m so excited about having my 
own. i’m very lucky to have a lot of 
people helping and supporting me.” 

while she maintains her humility, 
many would find her online release of 
the mandarin timeless classic, “the 
moon represents my heart”, extremely 
endearing as she sings it in 
almost perfect intonation. 
“it’s a crowd pleaser and 
everyone looks at me 
with such shock!” 

better known as “roxy”, the lead 
character in mediaCorp’s Kids Central-
turned-okto show We are R.E.M., or 
the winner of the teenage icon 2006, 
ming received rave reviews in 39 
countries, such as the United states 
(Us), australia and the UK for her 
debut album, Merry Little Christmas 
from ming.

ever since, ming has blossomed from 
a budding starlet to an individualistic 
and multi-talented artiste with her 
own flavour. be it donning the looks 
of “Alice in Wonderland, an indian 
princess or a rock & roll chick”, she 
relishes in dressing up outlandishly, 
especially for fashion shoots.

her favourite part about modelling is 
“getting transformed and being able to 
put on something beautiful and crazy”, 
which explains her extensive portfolio 
consisting of creative projects. 

“it’s so much fun being experimental 
and adventurous. to me the quirkier 
and crazier the fashion, the better,” she 
asserts.

Ming’s bilingual album will be released 
this December. Digital tracks are 
available at http://www.myspace.com/
mingbridges.

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF LaWrenCe ng
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RUTHLESS
RUTH

When it comes to the intoxicating 
world of clubs, dJ ruth Flowers 
shows that she gives little to no 
care about the fact that she is old 
enough to be your grandmother! 
iFFaH rakinaH dishes the 
details on how this 69-year-old 
rules the scene!

if not for the outstanding silvery 
curls and weathered hands, DJ ruth 
flowers, or mamy rock when she 
is on full DJ throttle, is easily able 
to camouflage amongst the flashily 
dressed glitterati that dominates 
today’s club scenes. 

she dubs her attire “casual bling”, a 
look achieved by donning tracksuits 
that are almost iridescent, chains 
around her neck to rival buddhist 
monks and of course cooler-than-you 
sunglasses. 

however, flowers keeps her ba-bling-
ba-bling away from her everyday 
wear, which is largely dominated by 
a much tamer selection of jeans, 
sweaters, casual jackets and hats.

ruth flowers started blooming (look, 
ma, a pun!) as a regular in the scene 
when she attended her grandson’s 
birthday party at a club after initially 
being denied entry.

while most her age would hustle 
away making disapproving tuts and 
probably with migraines thanks to 
the pounding beats, the 69-year-
old revelled in the mind-blasting 
hodgepodge of fun, energy and 
youth. it fascinated her, enough for 
her to want to supply the club scene 
one of its main fuels: music.

it was not long for flowers to be 
noticed. and it really is not just 
the cloud of white hair that makes 
her easily recognisable, but her 
remixes and songs (“still rocking”  
and electro remixes of lady gaga’s 
music), that show maturity beyond 
throbbing basses and cliché beats, 
have moulded for her an identity in 
the scene. 

the england-hailed DJ was recently 
in town for movemove singapore 
(mms), where she shared the stage 
with names like Kumar and DJ 
andrew t from the butterfactory. 

however, mms is only one out 
of flowers’ now-extensive DJ-ing 
portfolio, which includes playing 
sets for fashion royalty at the Chanel 
official party during the Cannes 
film festival and at one of the 
music industry’s biggest events, the 
glastonbury festival 2010.

obviously age is hardly a factor for 
flowers, who cites having more 
exposure to music as one of the few 
advantages of being older than other 
DJs.

“the only advantage age gives 
me is that i have lived longer and 
heard more music. some of the 
older music is now re-surfacing and 
being remixed,” she says through an 
e-mail interview with hype. 

with about six decades of different 
kinds of music in her memory, 
flowers talks about how she is 
“privileged to live through [fantastic 
eras]” and how she finds it hard to 
pick a favourite style of music.

“i have a versatile love…from the 
male duet from The Pearl Fishers 
to jazz, soul and musicals. [the 
music i know] reaches as far back 
as gracie fields, bing Crosby, 
frank sinatra…i knew every song 
written when i was a teenager and 
still recall most of them now,” she 
says, listing names that are probably 
completely foreign to the average 
teen.

the playlist of a younger DJ may be 
incomparable in terms of variety and 
spread, but flowers admits that they 

have something that she probably 
will never acquire: youth.

as to whether or not she sees the 
young DJs as competition, flowers 
says, “i have always been ready to 
accept a challenge, this is just one 
more.”

she adds, “i do not consider 
measuring up to them. they do their 
thing and i do mine, it is as simple 
as that.”

when she’s not ‘doing her thing’ 
behind DJ consoles about two times 
her size, flowers has a very typical 
life of a sweet old grandmother. 

she gets up earlier than the world, 
at 5 am to be exact, and spends the 
day cleaning the house and tending 
to her garden, apart from immersing 
herself in her own little music 
bubble of course. 

her charisma and impressive stage 
presence can be credited to her 
being a public speaker who regularly 
gets invited to talk about historic 
events.

flowers has only one grandchild, 
who she loves and dotes on 
immensely. she refers to herself 
as a very “hands-on grandma”, 
apparent in the times they spend 

together (they play football, cricket, 
tennis, swimming and even toboggan 
together). 

“the time is fast approaching 
when he will be out in the world 
on his own. i like to spend this few 
precious months talking with him, 
making him realise what a great 
person he is, giving him confidence 
in his own ability.”

she adds, “[this is] advice i hope 
will stay with him for as long as he 
lives.” 

so what’s next for this grandma who 
has the full support of family and 
friends to do what she loves? global 
domination, that’s what. 

flowers has sets coming up 
scattered all around the globe (from 
ibiza to paris to tokyo), so the world 
better be ready mamy rock. 

she is also still working on her 
upcoming album, 69, and has 
just released a new single entitled 
“DigaDigaDoo”. 

DJ ruth flowers may be the breath 
of fresh air the youth-centric scene 
has always needed. 

even though she parties blissfully 
oblivious to the glaring age gap 

between her and party-goers, it 
seems that it is pretty hard to 
completely let go of the caring, 
concerned grandmother that she is.

“Kids these days are not so different 
from the youth of my age. they enjoy 
a night out and expending the pent 
up energy of youth dancing. [Drugs 
and alcohol] have been [around] for 
as long as time has existed…youth 
will always experiment, that is how 
we develop. too often we learn by 
our mistakes, sometimes too late.”

we can only wish all our grandmas 
were half as cool. 

"I have always been
ready to accept a          challenge, this is       just ONE MORE"

photos: tay wan lin
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FROM LEFT
Charles: T-shirt, $25, from spin the bottle Cardigan, $49.90, from New Look, 
Ring, $39.90, from Fourskin
Ming: Dress, $49, from Club Couture 
French Cap, $29.90, Wristcuff, $19.90 from Fourskin
Brandon: T-shirt, $29.90, and Bermudas, $49.90, from New Look, Nike Dunks, 
$149, from Leftfoot

Styling & text: Rachel Ooi
Design: Iskandar Ruhaizat
Photography: Tay Wan Lin, 
Daryl Pee
Make-up artist: 
Julyen Z. LaVerne 
(www.wocmakeup.com)
Hair: Sherman Wong, 
Xuu Weilun, 
Desmond Chia Zhi Xian
Models: Ming Bridges, 
Charles Phua, 
Brandon Chong
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Cardigan, $49.90, Shirt, $34.50, Khaki Pants, $79.90, from New Look 
Nooka Watch, $210, and Supra Shoes, $130, from TANGS

Singlet, $49.90, from Reckless Ericka 
Necklace, $23, and Shoes (comes in two 
colours), $69, both from New Look
Shorts, $39.90, Fourskin



F A S H I O N
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Layered Blouse, $79, Jeans, $145, and 
SCANDI Phone, $136, from Egg3
Shoes, $69.90 from New Look

Charles: Coat, $79.90, from New Look
Fred Perry Polo T-shirt, $149, and Nooka 
Watch, $210 from TANGS 
Nike Dunks, $129 from Leftfoot
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S t y l e : 
Smart casual, street 

style. I look at the way my 
favourite artistes tend to dress in 

their music videos and I try to follow their 
dressing because I find it inspiring. 

Music: RnB, Hip Hop, KPop... like Brown Eyed Girls, 
Pitbull, Snoop Dogg and Usher.

Odd Music: M2M, The BeeGees.

Justification: “I listen to different genres 
of music!”

Inez 
Goh, 
19Radh, 

19

Sty l e : 
I’m very artistic and 

I dance. I mix and match my 
clothes according to current fashion 

trends and fads. I look at magazines to see 
who’s wearing what. I shop at various stores, 

River Island being one of his favourites. Looks up 
to Rihanna, his favourite artiste.

Music: Pop. Lady Gaga, Katy Perry, Rihanna

Odd Music: House music

Justification: “I do a lot of dancing!”

Michael 
Hutchinson, 
17

Style: 
I’m quite lazy with my 

dressing, so I’ll wear whatever I 
can find. I like wearing tank tops in 
Singapore because of the weather.

Music: Electro, Hardstyle, Post-Hardcore. I have 
band t-shirts, Asking Alexandria is pretty cool.

Odd Music: Calvin Harris, B.O.B., S Club 7.

Justification: “It’s from a long time ago!”  
– On why he still has S Club 7 in his iPod.

Lochie 
White, 
17

Style: 
When I go out, I dress 

to impress! I wear button up 
shirts, tight jeans. I look for the 

trends, and I like the skater boy look. 
I also tend to dress like a surf bum; I’m 
Australian so I pull that look off pretty well. 

Music: Electro, Hardcore, Indie.

Odd Music: Cheryl Cole, Keri Hilson.

Justification: “Keri Hilson is in there 
because my sister messed around 

with my playlist!”

Sty le: 
Indie fashion. I usually 

just wear what I feel like on 
certain days. Some days I feel 

preppy, other days I feel like just wearing  
t-shirt & shorts. 

Music: Hardcore, Metal, Indie. I also like old 
school Techno, it’s my guilty pleasure!

Odd Music: Aqua, Jennifer Lopez.

Justification: “I heard that song around 
a lot, so I downloaded it!” – on  

why he had J. Lo’s On The Floor.

Helmi 
Rostam, 
22

TeSSa Mendez and MiCHeLLe Marie find out 
how music influences the way youth dress, and what 
guilty-pleasure songs they have on their iPods.

They say you cannot judge a book by its cover, 
and youth who hang out around *SCAPE are no 
different. From “scene” to “chic”, they seem 
to dress according to the music they listen to, 
but their iPods reveal otherwise.

S t y l e : 
G: I tend to dress more 

smart casual, because I have to 
look professional at work, and at the same 

time fashionable for when I go out after work. 
A: Chic fashionista

Music: G: Indie, Electro, Pop. A: Trance, Indie, Electro

Odd music: G: Bob Marley. A: Paul Twohill

Justification: G: “It’s very chilled out music. I 
have a closet hippie in me!” A: “I don’t know! 

He sings really well, so I just kept it 
in my iPod!”

Amanda
Tham, 
20

Germaine
Lim,
22

Got what it takes to strut 
down Orchard Road in your 
own style? Street *SCAPE 
is looking for you! This is a 
project on local street style 
and youth dressing in various 
ways to represent who they 
are. Head down to *SCAPE 
between Jul 2 and Aug 8 and 
you just might get spotted!

Secrets Of 
The iPods

PHOTOS: TESSA MENDEZ 
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Bags With An Alter Ego
with the likes of luxury brands 
like louis vuitton and longchamp 
embracing customisations, 
personalising bags and cases is all the 
rage this season.  

Timbuk2 
born and handmade in san francisco, 
timbuk2 bags are made for people 
who believe in practicality without 
having to compromise on style. made 
from ballistic material, which is 
proven to be bulletproof, timbuk2 
bags are probably the hardiest bags in 
the market. with five sizes to choose 
from, they are perfect for traveling 
and the outdoors. Choose your own 
colour panels, logo, binding and inner 
lining of the bag, type of fabric used, 
and even the type of reflector panels. 
 
timbuk2 bags have become so 
popular among singaporeans that they 
have recently opened their first store 
at Cathay Cineleisure orchard. 
 
Prices start from S$123 for a 
messenger bag.

Tagger

similar to timbuk2, tagger also 
specialises in colourful, customisable 
messenger bags. having opened 
their first flagship store in vivoCity in 
2007, tagger has gained popularity 
amongst youth and adults alike with 
its elaborate designs and graffiti 
imprints.

tagger bags can be bought both 
online and on-site, and it allows 
customers to choose from a variety of 
bag flaps, straps and bag bases from 
a cornucopia of colours and designs. 
since the bags have detachable parts, 
accessories like bag flaps and bag 
straps can be bought separately. it’s 
the ideal bag for those who are fickle-
minded or enjoy change and variety.

Prices start from S$58 for a 
messenger bag.

Caseable

apart from their 86 designs and 
limitless possibilities, Caseable, a 
brooklyn-based laptop case company, 

lets you create your ideal laptop 
sleeve by adding your own images. 
besides handpicking your own designs 
and colours for both the front and the 
back of the laptop case, customers 
can also choose the colour of the 
sides and zipper. to maintain their 
standards, they use only the highest 
quality materials and top-notch image 
rendering process, so you can be rest 
assured that that the final product will 
far exceed your expectations.

even with so much variety, Caseable 
recognises the importance of 
constantly updating their designs with 
current trends.

Prices start from S$85.

Snupped

Closer to home, snupped is a 
singaporean-owned online store 
specialising in customisable laptop 

sleeves. it offers customisations for 
gadget cases of all shapes and sizes. 

snupped, the brainchild of bryan 
lee and Darcy li, both only 22, was 
developed when the two were looking 
for laptop sleeves for themselves but 
couldn’t find any because those in 
the market were simply uninteresting. 
they then decided to purchase fabric 
to sew their own case.

Customising your ideal gadget case is 
increadibly easy with just four steps. 
first, choose from a zipper sleeve, 
sock sleeve or mini sleeve, depending 
on which cutting best suits your 
gadget. then, list down the gadget 
that the sleeve will be housing and 
pick a design that suits you for both 
the exterior and interior of the case 
and finally, choose whether or not you 
want handles on your gadget case.

Prices start from S$14.90.

Customise 
your bag with 

these affordable 
labels! COLLeTTe 
CLaire MiLeS 

shows you how. 
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Tea Time at  Ann Siang Road
TeSSa Mendez takes you a walk down this 
treasuretrove of cosy café joints and indie shops, 
which are tucked away in its row of well-preserved 
of shop houses.

This year marks the 120th death anniversary 
of Chia ann Siang, whose name rings bells for 
youngsters and grownups alike because ann 
Siang road was named after him when he bought 
it in 1984. 

Kki Café
Kki Café is a quaint and serene little cake shop; just the 
kind of place to sit down, grab a book and have a nice 
cup of tea. there’s limited seating space to ensure that it 
remains this way. Kki Café is known for it’s fine pastries, 
such as the noisette, a layered cake consisting of hazelnut 
mousse and chocolate praline crème, as well as the 
antoinette, a white chocolate cake made in the shape of a 
tear drop, with hints of mango bits in the filling. 

Delphine liau, wife of the owner of Kki Café, says, “most 
of the people who come in comment on how they feel quite 
relaxed here at Kki Café. the environment is extremely 
warm and cosy, which is also why i really love working 
here.”

Shots
shots is one of the most striking shops at ann siang road, 
with the bright red painted walls. it’s hard to miss if you 
are taking a stroll along this hill. step into shots and the 
first thing you will notice is probably its walls which are 
adorned with paintings, giving a very tranquil and serene 
ambiance, making it a great place to just sit down with a 
coffee and relax. 

shots has a great variety of coffees and sweets, such as the 
standard Cuppa Joe, Cappuccino, Café mocha, and other 
treats to satisfy your sweet tooth. the signature tiramisu 
cake allegedly takes you as close to heaven as you can get. 

The Little dröm Store
linked to Kiki Café is its neighbour, the little dröm store, 
which is a concept store where the word dröm, translated 
from swedish, means ‘Dreams’. selling trinkets and 
knick-knacks that most of us would probably bring back 
childhood memories, the little dröm store is an extremely 
whimsical place that makes one feel as though they have 
stepped in to a dream, and it is not even that pricey either! 

the little dröm store also specialises in lomography, a 
type of photography, where lomographers can find their film 
cameras and film that have stopped being manufactured. 
albeit a novelty, this shop definitely catches the attention 
of most passersby.

P.S. Café
shots is one of the most striking shops at ann siang road, 
planning for a birthday or an anniversary dinner? there is 
no better way to show a loved one that you care than by 
bringing them here. Despite the price tags of the entrées 
you will find here, everything from the ambiance to the fairy 
light decorations, food and wines, is absolutely delectable 
here. the moment you enter p.s Café, you are in good 
hands as the staff there really know how to take care of 
their customers’ needs. 

p.s. Café waitress, *alex helen, said, “we mostly get older 
crowds at p.s. Café, but during lunch hour, it’s not unheard 
of to have a couple of teenagers walk in either. it is slightly 
pricey here, admittedly, but the food here is absolutely 
delicious.” 

Cugini Trattoria Pizzeria
it may not look like much from the outside, with its blue 
and white walls, and matching blue tables sets, but food 
at Cugini trattoria is both affordable and delectable. some 
reviews mention that eating here is like eating at an italian 
restaurant in italy itself! the service staff are both friendly 
and efficient here, as they put in effort to chat with the 
customers while taking orders. 

Cugini trattoria is well known for their homemade seafood 
pasta, consisting of squid, mackerel and shrimp, it is 
definitely worth a try. instead of pasta, if you travel in a 
group, you could order a pizza. one of their tastier pizzas 
would be their parma ham with melon pizza, pizza adorned 
with slices of ham and balls of honeydew. it is a great 
place to sit and enjoy comfort food with friends. 

PHOTOS: TESSA MENDEZ 
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*name changed for she would prefer not to  

have her name mentioned.
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POPE 
OF POP 
LIVES ON

POPE 
OF POP 
LIVES ON
Explore the explosively psychedelic world of 
the legendary Pope of Pop, Andy Warhol with 
RACHEL OOI as she uncovers how he influenced 
Singaporeans and other renowned artists alike.

a famous commercial artist, avant-
garde filmmaker, printmaker and 
record producer, andy warhol has 
left an ineradicable influence on the 
global pop culture and consciousness. 
even after 25 years of his demise, his 
legacy burns on globally and locally.  

one notable product of his many 
aficionados can be seen in the 
setup of 15 minutes, a café that 
not only dishes up a mean chicken 
guacamole cream pasta, but also puts 
up live music performances and art 
exhibitions. 

this chic café quotes warhol’s 
well-known saying, “in the future, 
everybody will be world-famous for 15 
minutes.” it fulfils this conviction by 
acting as a platform for artistes who 
seek after their 15 minutes of fame.

located at lasalle College of the 
arts, this music, art and design 
bistro was set up by a few artistically 
inclined individuals: Jef Koh, Kelley 
Cheng, sandy oh, richard Koh, 
randy Chan, and Jocelyn goh. 

when not at the forefront of the café, 
owners Kelley and Jef are the editors-
in-chief of the singapore architect 
magazine. 

Kelley also works as an experiential 
designer, and Jef, an interactive 
digital media researcher at the mixed 
reality lab. 

Jef is particularly moved by warhol’s 
approach to art and the world around 
him and he admires the artist for the 
way he “pushed the boundaries of his 
day, applicable even up till now”. 

WARHOL
“with new technologies in the media 
like youtube, facebook, and twitter, 
everybody is getting their 15 minutes 
of fame,” Jeff adds, “andy warhol’s 
vision is indeed relevant to the world 
today.” 

the café has proven to be a platform 
for artistic entertainment by youth 
and adults holding regular day 
jobs with the desire and talent to 
perform. Jef holds auditions for the 
café’s tri-weekly performances and 
has received good responses from 
a spectrum of talents, ranging from 
independent bands to poetry reciters. 

for one, when drummer and 
songwriter, vijesh ghariwala isn’t 
busy pursuing his diploma in popular 
music and specialising in drumming 
at lasalle College of the arts, he 
gives avid performances at the café. 

the sanguine 20-year-old attests, 
“the café provides aspiring 
performers, like myself, exposure 
as a musician and it’s a great 
place for sharing talent with fellow 
music enthusiasts.” vijesh is part 
of a band with his classmates, 
playing the hottest radio hits for 
minutes whenever they are given the 
opportunity to. 

adding on to the list of warhol-
inspirees, zouk named its part-club 
part-art gallery after one of the most 
influential bands in american rock 
history which warhol managed. 

located on 17 Jiak Kim street, the 
velvet Underground was founded in 
1994 by mr lincoln Cheng, executive 
chairman and chief executive officer 

(Ceo) of zouk Club singapore. being 
a religious fan of warhol, the Ceo 
created the outlet with the intention 
of establishing a club that doubled as 
a gallery for pop art. 

mr Cheng was a good friend of the 
owner of london’s famous club of the 
same name, and decided to have a 
joint membership with his overseas 
counterpart. however, having adopted 
the warhol’s out-of-the-box mentality, 
he had a perspective that was 
different from other club owners’. 

velvet Underground singapore is well 
known for its lush cosmopolitan décor 
and walls, which showcase andy 
warhol’s iconic artwork. 

over the years, the club has received 
rave reviews by local and international 
media and was recently awarded by 
arts and entertainment i-s magazine 
for “best nightspot, best DJ gig 
and best theme party”. in addition, 
it was the winner of the singapore 
tourism board’s “best nightspot 
experience” in 2009 and 2010. 

IMMORTALISED

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF 15 MinUTeS CaFé

PHOTO COuRTESy OF 15 MINuTES
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The Legend’s Life Story

platinum dance-pop craftswoman 
lady gaga, who believes that she has 
spoken to warhol beyond the grave. 

Known for her idiosyncratic 
mannerisms and out-of-this-world 
fashion sense, lady gaga revealed 
that warhol, her “hero”, inspires her 
every day outfits and music direction. 

warhol’s philosophy and approach 
have made an impact in terms of art, 
photography, film, magazines, design, 
and fashion. he definitely is apparent 
in our daily mass consumption. 

“all department stores will become 
museums and all museums will 
become department stores,” declared 
andy warhol once. you know what? 
he just might be right.

process towards art making… are 
original and refreshing even till this 
day.”

beyond singapore, american artist 
burton morris, famed for his artwork 
for hit Us sitcom, Friends, was one 
of warhol’s artistic successors and 
his works resonates strongly with his 
forebear’s influence. 

morris gave vitality to images of 
ordinary objects like coffee cups 
and popcorn boxes, bringing them 
come alive. his artwork can be seen 
in galleries and museums, spanning 
across 20 cities in eight countries of 
three different continents.

apart from morris, warhol also has an 
impact on pop celebrities, like multi-

moving on to the art scene, the 
artworks of locally-renowned artist 
andre tan, 33, are inspired by 
warhol’s emphasis on repetition and 
colors. 

by exploring and studying warhol’s 
methods and the aesthetics of his 
paintings, andre gradually progressed 
into developing his own visual 
language. like warhol, he used 
existing images to further glamourise 
subjects he showcased in his art.

andre is taken with how warhol’s 
works defied the notion of what art 
should be, and introduced the idea 
of an artistic life by glamourising the 
ordinary. 

andre also took after his idol’s “i 
just do it because i like it” personal 
philosophy towards art-making. 

the marketing manager vouches, 
“everything about warhol inspires 
me. his approach and thought 

In the future, 
everybody will be 
world famous for 
15 minutes.”

“

PHOTO COuRTESy OF ZOuK

PHOTOS COUrTeSy OF UTTerLy arT; arTWOrk By andre Tan

according to http://www.warholstars.
org/, when asked about the reason 
for sonalas’ attempted murder, she 
replied, “[warhol] had too much 
control over my life.” 

warhol was proclaimed dead for 90 
seconds but was miraculously revived 
by medics. his condition was severe, 
but he survived nonetheless.

he passed away on feb 22 1987 
due to complications after a gall 
bladder operation. his death brought 
about the set up of the andy warhol 
foundation for the visual arts. 
according to his will, the foundation 
was to be funded by most of the 
estate he had left behind.  

till today, warhol’s great significance 
on the creative culture is evident, 
especially through his charitable 
body, addressing the needs of the 
visual arts community.

Campbell’s soup cans and his 
popular multi-coloured portrayal of 
marilyn monroe received a lot of 
hype from the media and public. as 
a result, warhol was seen as the icon 
and pioneer of the pop art movement.   

During this time, he also made 
a name for himself through his 
eccentric and experimental movies. 

warhol owned a studio in new york, 
the factory, where famous meetings 
and parties were held. it was the 
favourite haunt for the artists who 
made up his entourage. 

however, things weren’t exactly 
smooth sailing. in 1968, ardent 
feminist valerie sonalas tried to kill 
warhol with three shots from a .32 
automatic Colt pistol (aCp) because 
of his seemingly blatant lack of 
interest to produce Up Your Ass, a 
script she had written herself. 

more than just a pop artist, andy 
warhol, born andrew warhola, Jr 
on aug 6 1928, was also an adept 
social commentator, an uncontestable 
innovator and a revered celebrity. 

in hopes of becoming a commercial 
illustrator, he graduated with a 
bachelor of fine arts in pictorial 
Design from Carnegie institute 
of technology (now Carnegie 
mellon University) in pittsburgh, 
pennsylvania, where he was born. 

his legendary career started out 
during the 40s in new york, where he 
did illustrations for advertisements 
and magazines. he then moved 
on from commercial art to fine art, 
fusing the two contrasting forms into 
a complementary whole. 

it was during the 60s when his 
unorthodox silk-screen versions 
of regular items like Coke bottles, 

Review:
America by Andy Warhol
at times steely-eyed and unflinching, and at 
others, chatty and confidential, america shows 
the story of a nation in flux, in a way only Warhol 
could. By Jenny ganeSHrayS

 

convincing in his attempt to sell you 
his point of view that the danger here 
isn’t to be swept away by his rhetoric.

even if warhol wished to recede into 
the background, preferring america 
to speak for herself (he said, “land 
is really the best art”), his singular 
vision and legacy is sealed in the 
pages of America. rich with never-
before-seen warhol-ian warmth, this 
isn’t just a coffee table book made by 
a member of the superstar elite—it’s 
a priceless, layman’s documentation 
of the american panorama over the 
span of a vibrant decade.

America ($41.50 without GST) is 
published by Penguin and is available 
at Kinokuniya.

escapes his unflinching journalistic 
eye - not even himself. images of 
grey new york City monoliths and 
what was once the world trade 
Centre segue into scenes from rural 
farmland in Kentucky. he documents 
everyday people on the street, and 
details newborns pouting in their 
prams. these are juxtaposed with 
transvestites and homeless people on 
the street.

this is the same man who once said 
“everything’s plastic... i want to be 
plastic” but here he gets visceral.

he bleeds. besides a photograph 
of crumbling tombstones in lenox, 
warhol meditates on own his morality, 
candidly recalling the attempt on 
his life by valerie solanas, and even 
wishing he had not survived that 
shooting.

at other times, America reads like 
a warhol pictorial bible on the 
american dream - he tells you the 
key to finding your other half, how 
to navigate social circles, and even 
dishes out advice to politicians on 
how he thinks america should be run. 
always the entrepreneur, warhol is so 

reading America is like going on a 
road trip with andy warhol. in this 
black-and-white photo collection, 
rereleased by penguin in soft cover, 
warhol gets deep and personal - even 
if he’s talking about the superficial. 
it’s like walking by his side in 
the streets of new york on a grey 
winter morning and listening to him 
express his dysfunctional, love-hate 
relationship with america.

sure, in typical warhol fashion, 
famous people shamelessly parade 
through the pages: ronald reagan 
in the white house, a nude Keith 
haring at the beach, a bleary-eyed 
sean lennon captured in the full 
innocence of childhood. however, 
America goes beyond just being 
another catalogue of warhol’s 
obsession with celebrity culture. the 
ten years of images, taken by warhol 
from 1975 to 1985, are raw at best, 
with a whiff of paparazzi. however, 
pairing them with his blackly 
humourous and disarming personal 
commentary is what makes this book 
so moving.

here, warhol attempts to distil what 
it means to be american, and nothing 

Andy Warhol
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THE day
is saved
This super hero film required more 
than just super powers. iFFaH 
rakinaH uncovers the series of 
unfortunate events that nearly killed 
the first avenger movie.

a lawsuit, a writers’ strike and a 
reluctant lead actor. the three-part 
string of disruptions was a case even 
the entire league of marvel super 
heroes couldn’t solve.  however, 
Captain america: the first avenger 
was definitely worth the fight.

the script that was to bring this classic 
superhero comic from the good pages 
of marvel Comics to the big screen 
was written in 1997. the first bump 
came in the form of a rights tug-of-war 
between marvel Comics and the co-
creator of Captain america, Joe simon, 
in 2003. 

according to the smartmarks forums 
(tsm forums), simon claimed that 
he alone created Captain america and 
other supporting characters. according 
to him, martin goodman had agreed to 
pay him a 25 per cent cut of the profits 
and a per page rate of Us$12 for the 
comic book. when goodman requested 
he edit all timely comic books, simon 
moved in as a freelancer. 

timely held the rights to Captain 
america when the first issue was 
published in December 1940. a 
year later, simon was fired from the 
company. he claimed that the full 25 
per cent cut hadn’t been given to him 
and that he didn’t earn anything from 
his creation. 

it’s also stated that simon signed over 
his rights to marvel in 1969, though 
he stated that he didn’t understand the 
legal implications that came with it. in 
the end, the Court asserted marvel as 
the sole copyright holder.

Despite being smoothened out in 
marvel’s favour in the end, it was as if 
someone pulled the carpet from under 
marvel as the development of the 
movie took a critical blow. 

the second portion to this three-part 
series of disruptions came in the form 
of the 2007 – 2008 writers guild of 
america strike, commonly known as 
writers’ strike. 

writers were being paid meager sums 
of money as compared to the huge 
profits the larger studios earned. 

but it just doesn’t work that way,” 
said evans, fully aware of the media 
attention that comes along playing a 
role as big as Captain america. 

evans added, “it’s a lot of 
responsibility and it’s very life-
changing in ways that i wasn’t sure 
i wanted my life to change. it just 
took a while to be comfortable with 
it… i’m not a huge fan of losing my 
anonymity.”

an impressive league of actors was 
considered for the role of Captain 
america (will smith, Channing 
tatum and ryan phillipe), but evans 
remained at the surface of the crew’s 
minds. 

with endurance and a healthy amount 
of coaxing, they finally managed to 
rope the actor in. 

after the most impossible scenario for 
any filmmaker, the superhero comic 
will finally be hitting the screens. 

we can expect the film to engulf us in 
the best way possible, making us very 
willing to submit to the marvel that is, 
well, marvel Comics.  

Captain America: The First Avenger 
reaches our shores on  Aug 4 2011
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Creepy clowns, circus zombies, 
tormented nightclub performers and 
ghostly street hawkers; these are the 
freaks who will greet us as we step 
into the night safari-turned-Carnival 
of Fear, testing our true grit. but 
little do we know about the faces 
behind the artistic makeup, realistic 
costumes and hair-raising sound 
effects. 

Kudos to a team of terrorisers, 
night safari’s premier annual 
event, halloween horrors, received 
rave reviews last year for engaging 
its visitors in a night of gruesome 
amusement, in conjunction with 
halloween. 

Consisting of 17 dynamic students 
from singapore polytechnic (sp), 
the halloween horrors team 
conceptualised and executed the 
entire event last year as part of their 
final-year project (fyp). 

according to their website, http:/www.
halloweenhorrors2011.wordpress.
com, the fascinating crew comprises 

a “mighty, fearless leader” and a 
“really annoying yet entertainingly 
funny” right-hand man. they also 
pride themselves in being “very nice 
people”. 

however, being scare actors doesn’t 
seem like a bed of roses. in the face 
of patrons with different definitions 
of good fun, they sometimes have to 
deal with bullies. 

for instance, nathaniel, a water polo 
player who attended the carnival last 
year, says cheekily, “we almost fought 
[with the scare actors] because we 
brought in water pistols to spray at 
them, which made them react.”

the muscular 21-year-old (who 
just got accepted to University of 
manchester) adds, “it was just for 
kicks. we were [enjoying ourselves] 
during halloween and we didn’t 
intend to spoil the fun.” the situation 
was handled when a manager 
intervened. 

Despite the challenges, the team, 
most of whom had graduated with 
a Diploma in integrated events and 
project management (Depm), had 
evidently made the grade for their 
major assignment. this is in view of 
the fact that they managed to make 

customers shake in their boots and 
garnered plenty of media attention, 
particularly for the local flavour in the 
last year’s theme. 

in the most talked-about train of 
terror and haunted village, the 
students took care of the logistical 
aspect, passed off as vicious ghouls 
and used lifelike props such as 
phony decapitated heads and floating 
pontianaks (a folkloric malay female 
vampire) to scare visitors. what’s 
more, the set up of the village closely 
resembled the days of yore when 
kampongs (malay villages) were as 
rampant as scary fables.

prior to working with sp, the 
organisers of halloween horrors were 
accustomed to using their own staff or 
hiring external people. 

this year, the crew was called back 
once again by wildlife reserves 
singapore pte ltd to put together 
another round of spectacular spooks. 

in store this halloween is a brand new 
line up including Dr Freako’s Lab, 
where bloody gore is abound as mad 
scientist fails in his many animal-
human experiments, and Graveyard 
Haunts, home to otherworldly animals 
and ghastly carcasses. 

raCHeL OOi susses out the 
human beings behind the kooks 
and spooks at night Safari’s 
Halloween Horrors. 

PHOTO COuRTESy OF SINGAPORE WILDLIFE RESERVE 
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the strike was set up as was seen as 
an injustice to america.

it spanned over 100 days, costing los 
angeles (la) to lose around Us$1.5 
billion. the previous strike was in 
1988, lasting 153 days, the guild’s 
longest.

because of the resistance by writers to 
do any work until the demands of the 
labour union were met, any progress 
that the script was about to make was 
stunted. it was only after they had lost 
a surmountable amount of working 
hours did writers stephen mcfeely and 
Christopher markus resume writing.

when it seemed like the worst was 
over, their lead actor nearly failed 
them. 

Chris evans was the top choice for the 
lead, but unfortunately the fantastic 
4 alumnus was not enthusiastic about 
donning the signature red, blue and 
white body suit.

in a phone interview with 
Comicbookmovie.com, evans cited the 
inevitable rise of his popularity as one 
of his main de-motivations of taking up 
the role. 

“the problem with films is that 
it comes with celebrity. if i could 
somehow make films without having 
my personal life change in any way, i’d 
be the happiest man on the planet, 
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Best Friends 
(with benefits)

iFFaH rakinaH delves into the
intriguingly odd Friends with
Benefits, pals who not only 
provide a dog-like loyalty and 
the usual shoulder to cry on, 
but with an additional obligation 
to sexually satisfy. 

Forever?

enter the gravity defying, norm 
breaking, sex-hungry world of the 
friend with benefits (fwb). 

researchers from wayne 
state University 
and michigan 
state University 
discovered that out 
of 125 american 
college students, 
75 (60 per cent) 
of them have 
been in a fwb 
relationship.

an fwb is a person 
you have sexual 
relations with, but 
contrary to romantic 
relationships, an fwb 
relationship is devoid of 
emotional attachments of any kind. 

this means skipping the whole game 
of courtship and love; no awkward 
movie dates, no walks on the beach at 
sunset, no candlelit dinners, and most 
definitely, no handholding. it’s straight 
to the fornication, and you can forget 
about spooning afterwards.

it may seem alluring, however, here 
in singapore, it does seem that both 
sexes are equally iffy about the idea. 
with 80 per cent of the boys and 73.3 
per cent of the girls surveyed in a poll 
conducted by hype wagging their 
fingers at the thought, it seems that 
both sexes of the singaporean youth 
are on the same page.

2 out of 3 students thinks otherwise, 
citing their inability to keep it 
emotion-free as one of the main 
factors behind the reluctance to adopt 
the idea of having an fwb.

Contrary to popular culture portrayal 
of the fwb relationship as a norm 
(apparent in the rom com No Strings 
Attached and upcoming film Friends 
with Benefits), it may seem that the 
reason singaporean youngsters are not 
as enthusiastic about having an fwb 
as compared to our glitzy hollywood 
compadres may be due to our innate 
asian values and upbringings.

“i think it’s hard to have something 
like [fwbs] in singapore because 
we’re like that,” says mervin Chan, 
20, a student in management 
Development institute of singapore 
(mDis).  

however, as a nation moving at such a 
fast pace and with an increasing need 
to have everything and anything at 

warp speed, who has time for 
the slow, traditional ways of 

courtship and romance?

as alexis lee, 
19, a student 

awaiting to start 
her journey at   
polytechnic, 
says quite as 
a matter of 
factly, “we 
(youngsters) 
want things 
quick and  
we don’t like 

to wait. it’s all 
wham, bam and 

thanks, ma’am!” 

“this may sound really dumb, but 
we keep it professional. the only 
sounds that are allowed while we’re
doing it are moaning and dirty talk…  
not even allowed to say each other’s 
names,” details marc*, 19, a 
student from republic polytechnic. 

according to marc, the formula 
to the upkeep of an fwb is the 
drive to always keep things light 
and emotion-free. whenever he is 
down, he channels his negative 
emotions into a primal kind of 
rampage that heightens the heat 
of his sessions between the sheets. 

“i’m irrational, and i don’t put so 
much thought into things, which

Friends With Benefits will 
be out in cinemas Sep 22

Friends with Advantages

Romantic Friendship

Bromance

The FWB relationship might be a relatively obscure branch of the BFF, 
but there have also been other kind of relationships that are pushing 
relationship norms. Prudes, beware.

this is an intimate yet non-sexual relationship between two people,physical 
intimacy only stretches to the point of handholding, kissing and sometimes 
sharing the same bed. 
these are precariously close to homosexual relationships.
see: Xena and gabrielle in Xena: The Warrior Princess 

a lesser extreme of the fwb, friends with advantages merely make out. this 
usually under heavy intoxication or when they have been friends for a long, long 
time.
see: paula abdul and simon Cowell 

a relationship between two or more men unrelated by blood that mirrors that 
of brothers. they often help each other out in terms of sexual escapades. also 
referred to “wingmen” or “bros”.  
see: barney stinson, marshall erikson and ted mosby in How I Met Your Mother

F E A T U R E

"The only sounds that are 
allowed are moaning and 
dirty talk..." - Marc*

makes it hot,” he says, smirking 
slightly. 

having no kind of emotional 
attachment is one of the most
important rules when it comes to 
having an fwb, but when there are 
rules, there will undoubtedly be 
people who break them, which is 
what exactly marie*, 22, a student 
of the national University of 
singapore (nUs), did. 

“at first it was a physical 
connection, but we ended up 
spending a lot of time together and 
we got to know each other [better]. 
and then i wanted all of him,” she 
confesses. 

maintaining fwb relations requires 
a toughened interior and be 
approached with a caution and 
clarity of each other’s intentions.

maybe the idea needs time to set 
root in singapore, but it does not 
look like that would happen in 
the near future. if anything, this 
hollywood-fuelled fad will dissipate 
as quickly as lindsay lohan’s 
pristine, girl-next-door image. 

in the mean time, it looks like the 
good ol’ ways of courtship, romance 
and slow-moving loving is here to 
stay.    

*Names have been changed to 
protect identity

photo: tay wan lin

photo CoUrtesy of sony piCtUres
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Tales of A
Not-So-Grimm

ManHailing from the United kingdom, actor-director 
daniel Jenkins finds his home in a theatre 
house in Singapore. Toh Xin Zhe finds about 
his career and his project with The young Co. 

his yellow home, also known as telok ayer performing arts 
Center, is an aged, four-story building. yet this building is 
not entirely dead and condemned yet. Different rooms burst 
with noise as various orchestras, concerts and dramas are 
being rehearsed. behind a thin wooden door on the second 
level, Daniel Jenkins and 11 people of all ages sit in a 
circle on the carpeted floor, reading handouts.
 
after being trained in the United Kingdom (UK) where 
he worked as an actor for ten years, Jenkins and his wife 
arrived in singapore. they had planned for a two-year 
hiatus from work, before returning to the UK. 13 years later, 
Jenkins remains in singapore with work on his hands and 
little intention to return.

the 41-year-old lectures at lasalle College of the arts and 
directs the young Co., a two-year theatre programme for 
youth and a division of the singapore repertory theatre 
(srt). making a living through the arts comes naturally to 
him as it runs in his blood. 

“my father was a director with the british broadcasting 
Corporation (bbC) and my mother was always interested in 
theatre, and so i was encouraged to have an interest in arts. 
it just became the path i was going to take,” says Jenkins.

best known for his role in srt’s comedy psychodrama play, 
The Pillowman, he remains ever faithful to his home at srt 
as he leads the young Co. with other veterans and alumni.
there is much to be explored in singapore’s theatre scene, 
and perhaps this is what drew Jenkins to the sunny island. 

 “the theatre scene [in singapore] is also very small, so it 
is far easier here. [in the UK] every other person is an actor, 
and so whatever job you go for, you’re up against 5,000 
people,” he laughs.

he describes the UK scene as “being successful in 
one week then going hungry for six months after that.” 
his latest project with the young Co. is Grimm Tales, a 

rendition of the timeless compilation of stories first brought 
about by the grimm brothers. this modern interpretation of 
the fairy tale contains mischief and rather terrifying acts. in 
fact, most of the grimm brothers’ original tales were along 
these lines. Jenkins says, “these stories were originally 
written as parables and morality stories, to encourage 
children to grow up well.” 

he jokes that if you can’t control them, “then scare 
them into good behaviour”. Jenkins enjoys going against 
conventionality with this project. ”i love it, and i think it is 
incredibly exciting and interesting, trying to empathise with 
other characters and understand what it is like to be them. 
the scene also attracts interesting people who are slightly 
different from the norm.” 

members of the young 
Co. have established 
a strong bond with 
Jenkins over the two 
years of working 
together. 

member Carol 
Chia, 29, says,  
“we’re one big 
happy family, proud 
of how we have 
grown over the past 
two years under Dan 
(Jenkins), who is 
like the cool dad who 
laughs at us and with 
us.”

For more information on daniel 
Jenkins and The young Co., visit 
http://www.srt.com.sg/

Roleplaying
With You

as COLLeTTe CLaire MiLeS finds out in Fat 
kids are Harder To kidnap, audience members 
get a chance to be part of the play too!

Fat Kids Are Harder To Kidnap is not your run-of-the-mill comedy 
production. as the saying goes, life is but a stage, and in fat Kids, the 
audience members are given a role to play as well. armed with a “menu” 
of 31 plays in hand, they are kept on their toes with the task of deciding 
the order of the play while the enthusiasm level in both the actors as 
well as the audience never die down.

producer of Fat Kids Are Harder To Kidnap, althea lim, 25 explains, 
“Due to the light-hearted nature of the play, we can afford to incorporate 
audience interaction to connect with the audience and make the play 
more engaging.” 

the concept is a simple yet captivating one. the audiences refer to 
the play menu and shout out the play numbers as loudly as possible 
to capture the actors’ attention. once the play number is chosen, one 
of the actors will pull that number out from a line of dates from an 
old-school flip calendar hung above them. the actors will then proceed 
to act out the play. every performance is always a pleasant surprise 
because there will not be any instances where the play would be in the 
same sequence.
 

the performance consists of 4 actors performing a collection of 30 plays 
in an hour and for the actors, it is a race against time. one scene will 
take up a maximum of two minutes, and the goal is to finish performing 
every single scene in the script. needless to say, it is nerve-wrecking for 
both the audience and the actors.

Fat Kids Are Harder To Kidnap is a production by how Drama, a 
theatre company founded by melissa sim, 29, a journalist by day and 
play director by night. along with her team of playwrights and actors, 
they brainstorm topics that touch on current affairs before translating 
them into parodies in the form of a play. these topics range from the 
stereotypically overdramatic korean soap operas to the highly addictive 
iphone craze, fruit ninja. the hilarious performances and madcap antics 
of the entire crew are wholly sustained throughout. 

“i believe that Fat Kids is the best avenue for first-time theatre goers 
because the content is largely comical and associable to everyday 
life. Due to the fact that the plays are excerpts of everyday life and 
current issues with its simplistic tonality, the audience are able to 
grasp and understand the content reflecting and drawing from their own 
experience,” explains goh mia hiang, 22, the ever versatile actor of Fat 
Kids Are Harder To Kidnap.

althea ends off, “the show is full of quirky random observations of life, 
and the title really embodies that!” 

Fat Kids Are Harder To Kidnap will be 
held at the Esplanade from Sep 24 – 25.

PHOTO COUrTeSy OF SingaPOre rePerTOry THeaTre
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Retold
Tales
once upon a time, there lived a baker and his wife 
who wished for a child, Jack the giant-killer wished to 
keep his pet cow, Cinderella wished to go to the King’s 
festival, and little red riding hood was on her way to 
her grandmother’s house.

it might sound like a random miscellany, but there 
is one element these and many other fairy tales have 
in common – the woods. in each tale, each of the 
characters have to journey through the woods in order 
to fulfill their wishes and quests. this recurring theme 
is what the musical, Into The Woods, is based on.

the tony-winning musical by composer stephen 
sondheim and broadway writer James lapine, was 
staged by the Dream academy at the esplanade 
from Jul 29 to aug 7. Directed by glen goei, it 
featured some of the best-known local thespians 
like selena tan, adrian pang, sebastian tan, emma 
yong and Denise tan, as well as well-known regional 
international musical theatre stars, sheila francisco 
and rJ rosales.

glen goei, 49, says it’s “exciting and thrilling” to work 
with a stellar cast and that he takes great pride in 
having gathered only the best talents for the musical.

“other than the music and the wit of the lyrics, i think the 
true appeal of the musical lies in the humanity of the story 
and the characters,” says glen, associate artistic director of 
the theatre company w!ld rice.

Into The Woods debuted in 1986 in san Diego and 
premiered on broadway in 1987. the musical has been 
produced many times over the last two decades, from 
london’s west end to television productions.

audiences would have noticed that the characters this time 
round appear different from the ones depicted in the other 
productions and original fairy tales – Little Red Riding Hood 
looks more like a gothic lolita with an edge. 

glen explains that he had drawn from anime influences, 
resulting in getups along the lines of “Cosplay meets manga 
and couture”, something familiar to the younger audience in 
singapore. 

Into The Woods explores issues about growing up, parent-
child relationships, marriage, morality and community. it is 

a musical that has the ability to enchant both the young and 
old, because it is profound in its simplicity.

“the themes are so universal that i believe they mirror 
everyone’s lives. sondheim has this genius that observes and 
just puts into music and lyrics what life is all about,” says 
selena tan, 40, founder of the Dream academy, who also 
played the baker’s wife.

stephen sondheim, 81, is a multiple tony award-winning 
american composer and lyricist for stage and film. his most 
famous works include Company, Follies, Sweeney Todd and 
the scores for West Side Story.

as to what they hope to see change in the local theatre 
scene, both glen and selena agree that funding is the most 
pressing issue faced by local theatre companies.

“we need to encourage people to pen their commentaries, 
their points of view, and to push the envelope. more funding 
is definitely needed for more opportunities for new works to 
be created,” she adds.

RJ Rosales (as Cinderella’s Prince) 
and Robin Goh (as Rapunzel’s Prince) 
in the middle of the shoot

Emma Yong (as Cinderella) 
pining for her prince

Denise Tan (as Little Red Riding Hood)
looking all glammed up for the shoot

Adrian Pang (as Baker) and 
Selena Tan (as Baker’s wife) 
posing for the shoot 

Sebastian Tan (as Jack) 
and Goat (as Milky White) 

spend quality time together

gerMaine Tan sniffs 
out an asian twist to 

Stephen Sondheim’s moving 
musical, into The Woods.
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Paper Confessions
Following a slew of successful shows in Brazil and 
Myanmar, the acclaimed Paper Boat will showcase its 
performance in Singapore. SHana SiOW shares how 
the play continues to touch audience across the globe.

ever since the boom of  social networking sites, we’ve 
heard practically everything about everyone’s exhibitionistic 
sides. with such an extroverted view on life, anonymity is 
even more treasured in theatrestrays’ upcoming avant-
garde performance, Paper Boat. 

the deeply moving and self-intrinsic performance is about 
two characters discovering a link that mysteriously connects 
them through time, either through memory or experience.  

both the audience and members of the cast take an active 
stand in the “part performance, part installation” nature 
of Paper Boat. those who attend are encouraged to write 
down personal secrets that can range from memories to 
hopes and dreams, all of which will be done anonymously. 

the pieces of paper will be folded into paper boats to 
create the both the setup and performance of the show. 
ms elizabeth De rosa, director of Paper Boat and founder 
of theatrestrays, drew idea for this confessionary play from 
a distant memory during her childhood years.

“when i was a child, i would make paper boats with my 
father, especially when it rained, and we would watch the 
boat float down the drain-- i used to wonder where the 
boats went… [in the same way,] many of our memories 
are constantly being re-written or disappearing, so we are 
looking at how this memory stays alive in us.”

when asked how the shows differ from country to country, 
ms rosa notes that every nationality reacts differently every 
time they put up a performance. 

“in myanmar, the uncertainty of the country had an impact 
on the way the young people wrote their hopes and dreams, 
and many were moved as they felt that they were given a 
space to share.”

regarding brazil, ms rosa has a different take on how 
the audience reacted to their performance. “the impact 
was different because the audience was slightly older, but 
they were appreciative as they were brought back to their 
childhood—a memory that they had forgotten.”

she adds, “at the end of the performance [in brazil], we 
would gather the boats together, and i had accidentally left 
one boat out. an audience member went on stage and took 
her boat to be part of the pact.”

the audience can expect the performance to touch more 
than an emotional note within them. says ms rosa, “i hope 
that paper boat will be able to resonate deeply, to bring 
the audience back on this collective journey to a space 
they have forgotten—and for us to listen and to be listened 
[to].”

Paper Boat will run from Aug 25-27 2011, 7.30 pm and 
9.30 pm at the Esplanade Theatre Studio. Tickets are 
priced at $25 without concessions and/or saving packages. 

Join COLLeTTe CLaire MiLeS as she 
takes you on a sneak peek into The F 
Word, a play inspired by the success of 
The Vagina Monologues.

Directed by Dr loretta Chen and produced 
by 360 productions, The F Word is a 21st 
century remake of eve ensler’s multi-award 
winning play, The Vagina Monologues. since 
its debut in 1996, it’s been revised over the 
years with various international reiterations. 

in october 2006, loretta was given the 
privilege of directing this critically acclaimed 
play in singapore. the play was such an 
overwhelming success that it was brought 
back again in 2007 and 2008. however, 
while directing The Vagina Monologues, 
loretta felt that there was so much more 
material untapped in that play. thus, The F 
Word was born.

the 33-year-old director said, “The F Word 
celebrates femininity and highlights the 
injustices that have been disregarded by 
people of our time. it will make you think, 
laugh, cry, and laugh some more till you pee!”

The Vagina Monologues was made up of 
anecdotes describing the joys and woes of 
being a woman in the 90s. similarly, The F 
Word aims to present women’s stories in a 
21st century setting, in the most entertaining 
and gripping manner. 

ross Devan, 33 year-old drama educator 
exclaimed, “issues like these are better put 
across through a play because everyone likes 
to see what happens behind the fourth wall!”

this play uses completely different 
presentational forms, of song, dance, 
burlesque and acting. it portrays 
the different roles that women 
are tasked to play in the 21st 
century.

each of the seven to 
eight monologues in this 
70-minute play evokes 
emotions that range 
from the euphoric to the 
melancholy, but they 
all revolve around the 
recurring theme of women.

one of the short episodes, “face” shows the 
extent women go for beauty. it shows the 
contrast between two different women - one 
who goes under the knife for vanity, and the 
other who opts for reconstructive surgery after 
being disfigured by her spouse. at the same 
time, it highlights the oppressive nature of 
patriarchy.

on the other end of the spectrum, “fantasy” 
is a more tongue-in-cheek vignette, poking 
fun at the frivolousness of the 1950s wives. 
Dialogues with dark humour will leave the 
audience gagging and laughing at the edge of 
their seats. 

“Don’t look at your home as a prison but as 
your husband’s castle!” 

when asked if men are encouraged to watch 
this play, loretta exclaimed, “yes, men 
should! the play isn’t at all man-bashing, and 
men would be intrigued since The F Word is 
made up of an all-women cast on stage.”

“the local theatre scene is expanding at 
a healthy rate. international theatrical 
productions influences the quality of 
local theatre on the whole and when they 
intertwine, it gives local theatre a fresh 
approach,” said pavanjeet singh, 32, a full-
time malaysian actor who has been acting in 
singapore for the past five years.

The F word will make its debut premiere in 
Edinburgh from 5 Aug to 27 Aug this year, 
followed by Toronto on 6 Mar to 8 Mar 2012 
and finally, Singapore in the third to final 
quarter of 2012.

FUN, FLIRTY AND
OTHER F-WORDS

“Many of our memories are constantly 
being re-written or disappearing, so we 
are looking at how this memory stays 
alive in us.”
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+/-10
10 is the number to look out 
for this november at the 
plusminusten exhibition as 
TiFFany SandraSageran 
discovers.

20th century art is starting to 
become more prominent today 
with the new partnership of 
contemporary cult music and the 
10 artistic principles of Dieter 
rams during an arts exhibition.

termed plusminusten, the 
exhibition pays homage to Dieter 
rams’, work and his 10 ideas on 
what makes good design. it might 
sound like your typical arts event, 
but what makes plusminusten so 
different from your regular arts 
festival event is the fact that the 
local cult music producer, muon, 
composes the soundtrack to the 
works of art on exhibition. 

according to muon, the 
composition will stay true to 
muon’s roots in the cult music 
scene, as the soundtrack is 
composed based on the image the 
pieces of design brings to mind 
for the band. participants can 
expect electronic experimentation 
and a combination of genres 
like jazz and ambient trip-hop (a 
fusion of hip hop and electronic 

beats) that would give the 
soundtrack a contemporary and 
unique feel to complement the 
exhibited designs.

another interesting thing about 
the exhibition is that 10 designers 
are coming together to design 
the poster. second-year design 
student at lasalle College 
of the arts, Julian futanto 
said “there’s gonna be a lot of 
brainstorming and bouncing off 
of ideas. working in such a large 
team might be difficult as i find 
designers tend to be adamant at 
times, but [at] the end of the day 
we would learn to accept other’s 
opinions, preferences and styles.”

apart from the plusminusten 
exhibition that promotes 20th 
century arts, the government 
is also opening the singapore 
University of technology and 
Design (sUtD) campus, which will 
be open in april 2012. the sUtD 
aims to become the leading hub 
in technology-intensive design, 
by placing heavy importance on 
research & development.

plusminusten
When: 11 – 24 nov

Where: old school
11 mount sophia
singapore 228461

Visit: http://www.plusminusten.
com/
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Pretty  (not so) 
little   liars
Creating a new identity is an easy 
feat for these ladies, but a web of 
deceit may prove to be a sticky 
situation to get out of as SHana 
SiOW finds out.

even the most romanticised chick-lit 
fiction out there will not be able to 
beat the complexity of this book that 
is Headhunters by Jules bass. 

the book exploits the stereotypical 
take on the female dream of living 
the high life with champagne and 
wine, together with the must-have 
accessories of the season: diamonds 
and rich, handsome men – whatever 
it takes to get them to the top of the 
societal ladder. 

in Headhunters, the usual characters 
of bored, middle-aged ladies from 
the suburbs, decide to spice up their 
rather mundane lives by creating new 
glamorous identities for themselves. 
planting themselves in monte Carlo, 
they strive to find some well-to-do 
bachelors that will serve them at every 
beck and call. 

Unfortunately, the bachelors that 
have been picked are also con artists, 
though a seasoned chick-lit reader 
will soon realise that love is sure 
fated between these couples. think 
Desperate Housewives crossed with 

Gossip Girl, but with a lot more 
borrowed money and jewels.

the movie Monte Carlo (2011) is 
loosely adapted from Headhunters, 
but the on-screen drama is really not 
as fiery as the drama in the novel. 
the movie took a year to produce and 
is co-directed by one of hollywood’s 
a-list celebrities, nicole Kidman, who 
was actually rumoured last year to be 
one of the actresses in the movie. 

there is no way that a reader of 
Headhunters will be able to tell that 
Monte Carlo was adapted from the 
book, as it gives a very watered down 
version of how the novel is really like. 
fans probably will not be happy at the 
way the plot has been twisted to suit a 
wholesome image on screen. 

instead of three middle-aged 
wannabe-divas, grace (selena 
gomez), emma (Katie Cassidy) and 
meg (leighton meester) are three high 
school graduates who decide to go to 
monte Carlo for their graduation trip. 
things go awry when they decide to 
creep into the lobby of a renowned 
five-star hotel that a famous heiress, 
Cordelia, is expected to stay in. 

when grace is mistaken for Cordelia, 
the three friends decide to put the 
case of mistaken identity to good use

by using Cordelia’s name to get the 
fantasy vacation that they intended to 
have in the first place.

even the hype of Monte Carlo makes 
a more-than-obvious nudge towards 
the fans of the “Disney touch”. the 
movie’s promotions included an event 
where pre-pubescent girls could get 
their “royal makeovers” done by 
professionals and be photographed 
against a “royal backdrop”, with more 
than a thousand of selena’s fans 
turning up to see the singer perform. 

the only thing the movie doesn’t seem 
to promise is originality, and yet again 
we have teenagers flying off to cool 
new countries to sort out who they 
are. 

Knock knock, lizzie mcguire wants 
her movie back. 

Monte Carlo is slated to be released in 
Singapore in June 2011.

the   modern   musketeer

alexandre dumas’ classic The 
Three Musketeers meets the dark, 
magical hands of director Paul W.S. 
anderson as explored by iFFaH 
rakinaH.

long before the days of kopi kakis 
and Bros, brotherhood came in the 
form of three men brandishing their 
swords whenever their honour was 
at stake. the pioneer advocators of 
the saying “all for one, one for all”, 
The Three Musketeers consisted of 
aramis, porthos and athos, three 
men regarded to be the epitome of 
brotherly friendship, capped with their 
signature feather in hats.

in the book, Dumas artfully crafts 
the adventures of d’artagnan, a 
feisty musketeer hopeful, weaving a 
reader through 17th century france 
by chronicling the tale of d’artagnan 
and the musketeers with immense 
vividness.  

while the book remains as one of the 
most appreciated classics of time, 
many have attempted to recreate 
the brilliance of Dumas to film. with 
about 20 adaptations dating all 
the way to 1903, director paul w.s 
anderson (Resident Evil) extends the 
list by adding his own take of the 
classic tale. 

Unlike the 1993 hollywood 
adaptation that starred Chris 
o’Donnell (Batman & Robin) and 
Charlie sheen (Two and a Half Men, 
Hot Shots!), this upcoming version 
will not leave any of the characters 
in the book out, a move every book-
turned-movie should never make so as 
to remain as faithful as possible to the 
original tale.  

“i’m so glad that every single person 
is going to be in, the 1993 took about 
half of the characters (like the Duke 
of buckingham and the musketeers’ 
servants) of the book out. it was 
horrible,” ho ming hui, 24, a student 

at national University of singapore 
(nUs), says.   

the feisty d’artagnan will be played 
by logan lerman, of Percy Jackson & 
The Olympians: The Lightning Thief 
fame. the boyishly good-looking 
actor had to don hair extensions for 
the role, much to the amusement of 
his vast female fan base while the 
roles of athos, aramis, and porthos 
were filled by veteran actors matthew 
macfadyen (Death at a Funeral), 
luke evans (Clash of the Titans) 
and ray stevenson (The Book of Eli) 
respectively.  

the actors went through extensive 
fighting and fencing training, which 
anderson taught was extremely crucial 
to have, especially in a movie that 
would be heavily reliant on the high-
impact fight scenes and nail-bitingly 
good sword duels. 

although only a mere 84-second 
trailer has been released, the movie 
already has accumulated a pool of 
critics around the internet. 

one of the shots in the trailer showed 
a flying ship gliding across a quiet, 
stunned crowd, and this was the spark 
that heated a discussion questioning 
anderson’s art direction skills. “this is 
17th century france, for god’s sake. 
what is he doing trying to make it look 
like The Matrix,” a comment posted 
on youtube read. 

if there is anything about The Matrix 
that The Three Musketeers should 
mirror, it should be the success and 
approval it received within audiences. 
but that is something that we will 
only be able to tell when we hear the 
swift draw of swords into the air and a 
unison chorus of “all for one, one for 
all” blasts from our movie screens. 

The Three Musketeers is slated 
for release in the United States in 
October 2011.  
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birds  of  a  feather 
flock  together
JeaneTTe Tan susses out the 
highly anticipated comedy of the 
year that is making birdlovers 
everywhere chirp about.   

fans of our feathery friends would 
probably have read one of the most 
famous books that centres on the 
theme of birds –  mark obmascik’s 
The Big Year: A Tale of Man, Nature 
and Fowl Obsession. it’s a story 
that seamlessly interweaves the 
competitive sport of birdwatching with 
the complexities of the human nature.

that being said, this is neither a stale 
nor strait-laced book.

in this hugely entertaining novel, 
there are plenty of hilarious bird-
related jokes and anecdotes. 

The Big Year in the title refers to 
the north american big year, a 
contest which sees obsessive birders 
everywhere competing to spot the 
most number of species, as well as 
compiling the lists of these feathered 
creatures, all during the entire course 
of a year.

the three title characters are as 
diverse as can be, unified only by 
their love of all things birdy. enter 
al levantin, a wealthy tycoon 
and hobbyist, sandy Komito, a 
construction business retiree from 
new Jersey who is trying to recreate 
his previous win of the north 
american big year title, and the 
dark horse of this competition, greg 
miller, with only his diehard passion 
for birds to see him through to this 
competition.

expect plenty of fowl play in this 
upcoming comedy which stars crowd 
favourites owen wilson as sandy 
Komito, steve martin as al levantin, 
and Jack black as greg miller, the 
three obsessive birdwatchers, each 
with their own idiosyncrasies.

Directed by David frankel of The Devil 
Wears Prada and Marley & Me, the 
hollywood appeal of this comedy is 
further heightened by its star-studded 
cast, including Jim parsons, who 
plays the hilarious sheldon in The Big 
Bang Theory. with ben stiller (Tropic 
Thunder) on board as one of the 
producers, be prepared to laugh your 
tail-feather off when you watch it!

looks like the world cannot wait to get 
its hands on this blockbuster, judging 
from how stills from the movie were 
leaked online, even before the movie 
trailer is released. 

let’s hope the ingenuity and wit of 
mark obmascik’s soaring debut does 
not fall flat on the silver screen. after 
all, the last thing movie enthusiasts 
(or birding hobbyists, for that matter) 
would want is another birdbrained 
comedy.

The Big Year is slated for release in 
Singapore in October 2011.

Orphan,
 Clock-keeper, 
and Thief
gerMaine Tan finds out how an unconventional 
best-selling children’s book written by Brian Selznick 
takes to the silver screen. 

set in paris in the 1930s, The Invention of Huge Cabret 
is a historical-fiction book written and illustrated by brian 
selznick. it tells the story of an orphaned boy named hugo, 
who secretly lives in the walls of a paris train station and 
tends to the clocks there.

however, an encounter with a bitter old man who runs a 
toy booth at the station and an eccentric, bookish girl turns 
his world upside down. hugo gets caught up in a mystery 
adventure when he attempts to repair a mechanical man or 
“automata” – as they are called in the book.

the true appeal of this book is the 284 pages out of the 
book’s 526 that are made up of original drawings by the 
author. as such, The Invention of Hugo Cabret is not exactly 
a picture book, a graphic novel, or a film, but a combination 
of all these things.

each illustration takes up an entire double page spread and 
brian selznick is genius for breaking open the novel form to 
create an entirely new reading experience.

the book was inspired by the true story of pioneer filmmaker 
george melies, his surviving films, and his collection of 
mechanical, wind-up figures. in 2008, The Invention of 
Hugo Cabret was the first novel to win the Caldecott medal – 
an award only given to illustrations.

the film adaptation will be helmed by martin scorsese, 
best-known for screen hits like gangs of new york (2000), 
the aviator (2004), and the Departed (2006). it will be the 
first 3D film in the family-adventure genre scorsese has ever 
made.

“the geometry of it, everything, you’re really redefining. 
you’re trying to figure out how to tell the story again in 
pictures with this 3D, which is really interesting,” scorsese 
said, in a special question and answer with leonardo 
DiCaprio called leonardo DiCaprio and martin scorsese in 
Conversation.

shot entirely in 3D instead of converting from 2D through 
post-production techniques, this resulted in the filming 
process being stretched by slightly over a month.

the biggest difference about the screen version as compared 
to the book is that the film’s title will be shortened to just 
Hugo Cabret. this is because scorsese wishes to place more 

emphasis on the protagonist, similar to how he always does 
in previous works like Goodfellas (1990).

asa butterfield (The Boy in the Striped Pajamas) will take 
on the lead role of hugo, with Chloe grace moretz (Kick-
Ass) as isabelle, sacha baron Cohen (Borat) as the station 
inspector, and sir ben Kingsley (House of Sand and Fog) as 
papa georges.

the film also features the likes of Jude law (A.I Artificial 
Intelligence), Christopher lee (Star Wars: The Clone Wars), 
emily mortimer (Lars and The Real Girl), and richard 
griffiths (Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides).

it is a little known fact that Johnny Depp was one of the 
producers of the film, and hopefully, will inject his own 
brand of quirk into it. the film also promises to be an 
exciting ride for the whole family, a departure from the more 
adult fare audiences are used to seeing from scorsese.

most of the filming was done at london’s shepperton 
studios. however, some scenes were shot on location in 
paris, which meant that Hugo Cabret still attempted to stay 
true to the setting of the book.

The Invention of Huge Cabret is slated to hit the big screens 
in the United States in late November 2011.

photo CoUrtesy of sCholastiC

photo CoUrtesy of free press
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The Other Land Of 
The Rising Sun 

Most people only recognise it as the youngest country in Asia, struggling to redeem itself from decades 
of armed conflict and civil unrest. Unfamiliar grounds are usually feared, but join LEE XIAN JIE on a 
discovery of Timor-Leste, and be charmed. 

The sun rises at dawn, spreading its light near the shore of Timor-
Leste, signifying the start of a new day.

THEURBANWIRE.COM

current connected
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“Mister! Picture! Mister!” the boys 
screamed for my attention. One 
after another, they teetered to the 
edge of the metre-deep fountain,

somersaulted, and plunged headlong into the cool water. 
never mind that the azure and cerulean mosaic-lined 
water feature was in a church abandoned for decades in 
baucau, the second-largest town in timor-leste.

it’s hard to believe that as recent as 5 years ago, this 
country was embroiled in armed conflict and civil unrest. 
yet when the protests quietened in 2006, the economy 
has seen double-digit growth each year. president José 
ramos-horta proclaims, “the country is at peace as 
never before.”

“timor, land of the rising sun”, is what the locals call 
their country. foreign investors pump cash into the oil 
and gas fields off the southern coasts, and on land, 
businesses trickle in. the dark times seem to finally be 
over.

Unlike bali, just under two hours away by jet, timor-
leste’s beaches, even those in the capital Dili, are 
untouched (cynics would say undeveloped). for years 
there have been plans to build a Us$500 million 

(s$618.1 million) resort in the bay area near the iconic 
27-metre tall Cristo rei (Jesus Christ) statue, but for 
now timorese beaches are in their natural, beautiful 
state.

timor-leste must be for extreme backpackers who yearn 
for solitude. flushing toilets, running showers and 
electricity are scarcities outside major towns, and only 
the hardiest of four-wheel drives or trail motorcycles can 
take the impact of the pot-holed roads and rocky paths. 

on the 8-hour trip back to Dili, one of the sUvs in the 
convoy i travelled with saw its suspension falling out. 
even representatives from air timor, which charters a 
thrice-weekly silkair singapore-Dili route, admit that 
they find it difficult to market this country to tourists 
when it is “raw”, to say the least, “and costly at the 
same time”. 
 
apart from the intrepid few who make their way through 
on the land border on an indonesian visa run, most 
visitors make a bumpy landing into the country on the 
ultra-short runaway at the presidente nicolau lobato 
international airport, where only mid-sized planes like 
the airbus a319 may land.

fewer than 58,000 foreigners stepped into the country 
last year, a far cry from the million that visit bali. it’s 
just as well that the country may never see tourist 

story and photos by Lee Xian Jie

Young girls making daily trips to the river to lug back containers of water back to 
their homes for their basic amenities like cooking and washing. each child may carry 
up to 9 heavy containers of water.

The Christo rei of Dili, which signifies hope, is a 27-metre tall gift from the indonesian 
government to the people of east Timor. resting atop the edge of the Fatuneama 
peninsula facing the banda sea, it is accessible by ascending 500 steps.
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boys herding water buffaloes using long branches and sticks. These 
beast of burden are a huge asset for an east Timorese. They are used 
to plough the fields for agriculture and also as a mode of transport.
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numbers that come even close. José Quintas, the 
director of the national Directorate for tourism, says 
he wishes to attract high-value tourists instead of the 
masses because he wants to preserve the environment.
it’s not clear however, which tourist would visit 
eco-lodges where they would have to bear with the 
inconvenience of bathing in sticky sea water.

but others, less moneyed and more adventurous like the 
thousands of United nation (Un) workers on the island, 
probably would. after viewing the majestic sunset view 
from the Cristo rei statue, probably the only real tourist 
attraction in the dusty city where just 250,000 timorese 
live, Un and non-governmental organisation (ngo) 
workers find themselves bored after a day or two. it gets 
worse when the only thing to do at night is to go the gym 
or cloister in the handful of pubs and watering holes 
every night.

on saturdays, a handful take the two-hour ferry ride on 
the berlin nakroma to atauro island, a mountainous 
island opposite Dili, and stay at one of the three lodges. 
on weekdays, you may be the only visitor on the island.  

most nights, the only other foreigner on the island is 
likely to be barry hinton, 40, who is now married to 
lina, a timorese interpreter and has twins, micky and 
mardy. an initial voluntary service trip to the island a 
decade ago made him decide to stay. today he runs an 
eco-lodge, where for Us$30 (s$37), visitors can spend 
a night in one of four huts naturally cooled by the sea 
breeze, living barely 10 metres away from the sea, 

shower with water from wells, enjoy three meals, and 
ease into life in the slow lane.

timor-leste wishes to attract investors for 
environmentally-conscious lodging, like barry’s, and 
coffee plantations may be next. singaporean ‘Coffee 
King’ bill tan, who exports 20,000 tons of raw 
timorese coffee beans to europe, intends to open his 
3,000-hectare plantation to tourists who dream of 
waking up high up in the mountains amid the whiff of 
freshly roasted arabica coffee beans.

for now, the other land of the rising sun is still 
rough and tumble, unsuitable for tourists who imagine 
themselves wading through infinite pools in luxurious 
resorts, but the authentic experience and genuine 
smiles all around will endear timor-leste to the young 
adventurer.

continued from page 10

Lee Xian Jie is a documentary filmmaker and was 
editor of npTribune, the student newspaper of 
Ngee Ann Polytechnic. He is working on Before 
We Forget, a campaign to foster conversations 
about dementia.

A young boy enjoys a moment with his father on a cool 
day’s afternoon, sitting on a rock and watching the world 
go by. They smile toothy grins.

in a world disconnected from the digital world, happiness 
can be found in simple pleasures - like playing tag while 
basking in the sun.
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Goa

Go “ahh!”

it’s best to visit during 
november to march, when 
the weather is cooler with 
little rain. Don’t miss out 
on Christmas and new 
year’s celebrations, which 
are done in grand style!

goa’s unique cuisine is the 
love child of portuguese 
and hindu sensibilities 
(left), so you’ll be in luck 
if you love seafood and 
coconut milk. tuck into 
delicious caldeen  (fish 

3. Party animal paradise: 
when in goa, one of the 
party capitals of the globe, 
it’s only natural to let your 
hair down. whether you 
crash a full-moon trance 
party on vagator beach, 
or watch the sun set while 
sipping on feni or fenny 
(the fiery local brew), it’s 

PRIME TIME 
TO VISIT:

FOOD FACTS: 

shariff recommends staying 
close to the beach, in a 
rented hut or a seaside 
motel to fully plug into the 
laid-back vibe.

a direct, all-inclusive flight 
from singapore to goa 
starts from approximately 
s$700 via Jet airways. 
alternatively, you could 
take a s$400 flight to 
mumbai via airasia X 
in Kuala lumpur, and 
then transfer to a cheap 
domestic airline such as 
spiceJet, indigo and goair 
(45-minute flights) to goa. 

GETTING THERE:

HIT THE SACK: 

DON’T MISS:

2. Goa zen: sign up for local 
yoga, reiki and pilates 
classes. “i did tai chi on 
the beach at sunset, facing 
the arabian sea, almost 
everyday,” says student 
shariff burke, 21. Delve 
into goa’s rich history 
by exploring many age-

1. Flea fun: head to the 
flea markets at anjuna on 
wednesdays for some retail 
therapy like no other – be 
treated to a mind-boggling 
array of goods on sale, 
ranging from handcrafted 
trinkets to peacock-
feathered headgear.

cooked in ginger, cumin 
and coconut milk), and 
treat yourself to a generous 
serving of bebinca, a multi-
layered goan favourite, rich 
in ghee and coconut milk.

old marvels such as the 
basilica of bom Jesus, a 
UnesCo (United nations 
education, scientific and 
Cultural organisation) world 
heritage site that houses 
st. francis Xavier’s mortal 
remains.

bound to be a good night. 
music aficionados will love 
sunburn goa, a three-day 
electronic dance music 
festival held from Dec 27 
to 29, featuring local and 
international DJs such as 
armin van burren.

there’s something about this beach-hugging state that has kept tie-dyed backpackers 
coming back since the 60s. nearly 500 years of portuguese rule has left its mark 
everywhere, from goa’s flavourful cuisine, to its colonial architecture. it is also the most 
westernised state in india (most goans speak english), so first-timers here need not fret 
about not being able to speak a word of Konkani, the state language of goa.

Adding Spice to Travel
When the going gets tough, the tough go backpacking. and so, many 
students choose to unwind by saving up and heading to countries 
like Bangkok or Hong kong. However, instead of jostling with other 
tourists at these done-to-death destinations, why not go off the beaten 
track and head to india and nepal? as Jenny ganeSHrayS finds 
out, these countries can be radically refreshing travel options, that 
won’t break your bank. 

Nepal’s matryoshka dolls staring at you from their 

owners’ stalls

PHOTO COuRTESy OF ALEX CANAZEI PHOTO COuRTESy OF yuN NG PHOTO COuRTESy OF ALEX CANAZEI

PHOTOS COuRTESy OF ANuSHRuTI RAVIKRISHNAN
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Nepalkathmandu
Top of the World

enclosed by the majestic himalayas and sandwiched between india and tibet, nepal’s 
stunning scenery and mystic aura are the stuff of legends. but you don’t have to be a 
sherpa to enjoy this hilly terrain with its holy sites, unspoilt natural wonders and friendly 
locals that bid you an eager welcome.

the start of the dry season 
(from october to november) 
is ideal—the himalayan 
setting is picture-postcard 
perfect, thanks to the crisp 
air and lush greenery that’s 
fresh off the monsoon. nepalese food is as diverse 

as the region itself—
influences from hindu, 
tibetan and ethnic village 
people intermingle. look 
out for momos (vegetable or 
meat-filled dumplings not 
unlike Chinese dim sum), 
and wash them down with 

3. buddha’s beginnings: 
lumbini is the birthplace 
of siddharta gautama, 
the founder of buddhism. 
Unlike other holy 
pilgrimage sites around 
the world, visitors to 
lumbini come in trickles, 
enforcing its serenity and 
tranquillity. sit beneath 
the sacred bodhi tree and 
meditate on life as you take 
in the sprawling expanse 
of monasteries across this 
UnesCo world heritage 
site.

PRIME TIME 
TO VISIT:

FOOD FACTS: 

you can get a roof over your 
head in nepal even with 
the thinnest of wallets, 
whether it’s a budget hotel 
for Us$5 (s$6.16) a night 
in Kathmandu or a Us$2-
a-night (s$2.46) dormitory 
room in pokhara (look on 
hostelnepal.com for good 
deals). while trekking, 
you can lodge cheaply at 
guesthouses, or set up a 
tent under the stars and 
sleep for free. 

all-inclusive airfares from 
singapore to Kathmandu 
start from approximately 
s$690 by Jet airways, with 
a stopover in new Delhi, a 
17-hour air affair.

GETTING THERE:

HIT THE SACK: 

DON’T MISS:
2. View from the top: 
for stunning views that 
no bus tour can offer, trek 
the annapurna Circuit, one 
of best trails in the world. 
you can cheaply secure 
all that you need: just a 
local guide and trekking 
equipment, in Kathmandu. 
lasting 17 to 21 days, this 
trek takes you through lush 
flora and fauna, buddhist 
villages, holy hindu sites 
and mountains. it reaches 
a peak of 5416 m at the 
thorung la pass. 

1. All-in-one Kathmandu: 
there’s something for 
everyone in this little 
kingdom. head to touristy 
thamel for its nascent 
nightlife, good food, 
cheap accommodation and 
great bargains, crammed 
in hundreds of colourful 
stalls. best of all, the 
city’s finest sights are free: 
step into the picturesque 
boudhanath temple, or 
Durbar square, the bustling 
architectural marvel, at no 
extra cost.

jaand or chyaang, often 
called the “nepali beer”. 
Rikikul is another Sherpa 
treat - these hot-off-the-
griddle potato pancakes are 
smothered in dzo butter of 
the female yak and sorma 
sauce (made from mature 
cheese and spices).

Rajasthan
RajasthanLand Of Kings

this vast state of 56.5 million people was where russell brand and Katy perry decided to 
tie the knot in grand style last year - they made a wise choice. home to some of india’s 
most exquisite art and culture, rajasthan abounds in majestic forts, colourful festivals and 
bazaars which are sure to titillate your senses.

it’s best to visit from mid-
october to mid-march when 
it’s festivals galore. this 
is also when the climate 
segues from post-monsoon 
to winter.

the arid rajasthani climate 
has borne food fare that 
is rich with meat, cooked 
in plenty of ghee, with 
little water. Kacher maas 
which is dry lamb cooked 
in spices (above, right), 
and achar murg (pickled 
chicken) are some tasty 

1. The Pink City: Jaipur 
offers a comfortable 
mix of chrome-and-
steel orifices paired with 
crumbling temples and 
hole-in-the-wall bazaars. 
whatever you choose, you 
can’t escape rajasthan’s 
cultural wealth — unique 
arts and crafts, intricate 
textiles and precious 
stones abound. the Johari 
bazaar is recommended for 
traditional goods.

PRIME TIME TO VISIT:

FOOD FACTS: 
you can choose to bed 
down in a palatial hotel, 
a basic guesthouse or 
an ashram (a spiritual 
hermitage). we suggest 
checking the local tourist 
office for homestay options, 
or Couchsurfing (http://
www.couchsurfing.org/) 
with a local family, as it’s 
a great way to assimilate 
into the rich local culture 
rajasthan has to offer.

round-trip airfares to 
rajasthan start from 
approximately s$630 —
this includes a stopover in 
new Delhi and transferring 
between airindia to 
Kingfisher airlines at 
new Delhi. alternatively, 
air india and Jet airways 
offer direct flights from 
Changi airport to Jaipur 
international airport, from 
s$1000 onwards.

GETTING THERE:

HIT THE SACK: 

DON’T MISS:
2. royal rendezvous: 
explore the magnificent 
mehrangarh fort (middle) in 
Jodhpur, one of the largest 
in india. built in 1459, 
this soaring fort overlooks 
Jodhpur and contains 
seven gates and is home to 
palatial courtyards, temples 
and museums. it’s still 
run by the descendants of 
the maharajah (or King) of 
Jodhpur.

3. Desert trippin’: 
“visiting the great thar 
desert on a camel safari 
was a great experience. i 
enjoyed my overnight stay 
with the sand dunes under 
the star-filled night sky,” 
says rohit Kumar gautam, 
27, founder of hangout 
adventures. 

examples. then snack 
on some churma,  fried 
wholewheat flour balls with 
butter and sugar (above, 
left) and cool off with 
makhaniya lassi (sweet 
yoghurt with cream, saffron 
and dried fruits).
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All About 
Brunches

brunch is an ambiguous midpoint between breakfast and 
lunch, but there’s just so much more behind this delightful 
new expression that is sneaking into the verbal dictionaries 
of young adults. 

when you do have yearnings for some breakfast but the 
clock says it’ll soon be lunch, you’d be glad to know that 
breakfast can come anytime you fancy, at these three new 
places for brunch.

step in and be amazed at 
paulaner bräuhaus’s building.
it’s a triple-storey restaurant 
that includes an outdoor 
corner for those who like 
to bask in the sun, though 
patrons flock here for their 
fill of authentic bavarian 
food.

while bratwursts and pickles 
often come to mind when 
one thinks of german food, 
sausages are in plain bounty at 
this brunch joint. 

meet the juiciest sausages you’ll have 
the greatest pleasure eating, the thüringer, 
(Cheese, and without), Debreziener, and 
nürnberger.

slap on some authentic german mustard made with freshly 
ground mustard seed to balance the savouriness with some 
zest, or drench your bratwurst in curry sauce and enjoy.

Don’t get too full on the sausages though, because there’s 
always more room for their crispy pork knuckles. as big as two 
of your fists put together, this culinary delight is sure to send 
your taste buds into overdrive.

sink your teeth into the tenderness of the knuckles and be 
delighted by the unexpected juiciness that squirts out of the 
flesh.

wash everything down with a mug of beer straight from their 
brewery and please don’t be afraid to let out a belch – that’s 
your stomach thanking you for all that glorious food!

Brunch away, all the way from the am to the 
pm, with JoSePh MURRaY, as he journeys 
about Singapore on a hunt for restaurants 
that offer the hottest and yummiest brunches.
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Wünderbrunch  
paulauner bräuhaus 
9 raffles boulevard
#01-01 millenia walk
tel: 6883 2572

sunday (brunch): 11.30 am - 2.30 pm
mon-fri (lunch): 12 pm - 2.30 pm
mon-sun&ph (Dinner): 6.30 pm - 10.30 pm
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bonjour!
Choupinette
607 bukit timah road
#01-01
tel: 6466 0613

tucked away in a corner between bukit timah rd and princess of wales 
rd sits a quaint café, Choupinette (that’s ‘sweetie-pie’ in french). tiptoe 
pass the out-of-worldly decorations on the patio, and take a trip down the 
rabbit hole. 

such unconventional interior design was carefully thought up and 
selected by owner cum parisian art dealer agnes verrier. she switches up 
the furniture regularly to keep her sweetie-pie relevant and trendy. 

however, amazing décor doesn’t always translate to fantastic food and the 
quickest way to vanquish (or confirm) doubts is to put the fork to the test.

their eggs benedict (left) might come across as slightly expensive 
($20+ with a glass of fruit juice and any hot drink), but if you 
haven’t taken the clue from the disproportionate chairs and the 
avant garde décor, the servings here are fit for giants! 

served atop two hefty freshly toasted slices of bread, airflown from 
france, are slices of honey-baked ham and sizably huge poached 
eggs, topped with generous servings of hollandaise sauce.

other mouthwatering offerings are the Chocolate Chouchou (their 
signature chocolate doughnut), as well as their macaroons, 
which are handmade and polished to lofty 
french standards.

Don’t torment your stomach by keeping it empty while at sam@8Q (singapore arts 
museum on 8 Queen street). feed it with good food!

head to the window-y food for thought that’s right next to the museum and take a seat 
under upside-down pots of orchids and glass jars. the spacey ambience is conducive for 
thinking – thinking about food, that is.

the house works (left) is a spectacular mishmash of scrambled eggs, strips of bacon, 
toasted brioche, pellets of hash browns, and a roasted tomato salad, fit for one hungry 
brunch-er! plunge into the eggs and see how fluffy and runny they are, prepared with fresh 
cream instead of just milk. pop a ball-shaped hash brown into your mouth and chow down 
into its delicately light, crispy exterior, collapsing to reveal the soft potato goodness. 

prefer something sweet and tangy? go for the Mixed Berries Pancakes 
(bottom), a heavy stack of pancakes topped with fresh raspberries and 
blueberries, before being drenched in gula melaka (their singaporean twist 
on maple syrup) and to finish, a dollop of whipped cream.

looking down on their placemats reveal more. they have five world saving 
mission statements that they uphold; the most remarkable being the $2 
donation that is donated in support of living water international 
(http://www.onedollarwater.com). 

a pretty nice play on singaporeans that grumble about having to pay for 
iced water at restaurants.

who said brunch had to be western? 
the Chinese have been getting up at 
noon and peeling wax paper off char 
siew buns for ages. if you’re sick of heavy 
and extravagant western fare, but you need 
a heart-warming Chinese entreé to start your 
day, you’re at victor’s Kitchen, the right place.

start off by getting a basket of victor’s signature 
golden egg yolk lava bun ($3.50 for 3), and be 
careful when you split it the middle to let steam out, 
because the glorious golden filling might just ooze out 
(and make a mess!). when it’s cool enough to eat, savour 
the sweet-salty and gooey salted egg yolk-based custard.

while we’re still talking buns, a basket of milky Custard buns 
($3.50 for 3) is sure to delight both pau & dessert fans with its 
decadently smooth custard interior and melt-in-your-mouth silky 
skin.

and what’s yum Cha without har gow ($3.50 for 4)? bite into one of 
these steamed prawn dumplings and be surprised by the crunch - whole 
shrimps and delicious pork filling, wrapped in skin that is steamed in a 
bamboo basket until the skin turns crystalline. another dumpling that is a 
must-have is their tasty Queen size siew mai ($3.50 for 4). larger than your 
average siew mai, these bundles of joy are sure to put a smile on your face.

order a cup of hong Kong summer ice tea ($2.00) to accompany the baskets of 
buns and dumplings, and be impressed by their genius – the tea is served in a cup 
in a bowl of ice, so you won’t have to worry about diluting the delicious of the tea!
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tues-fri: 9 am - 10 pm
sat: 8 am - 10 pm
sun: 8 am - 6 pm 
brunch is offered till 6 pm.
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Think ”food“
food for thought at sam@8Q
8 Queen street
tel: 6338 9887

mon – sat: 9 am – 10 pm
sun&ph: 9 am – 9 pm
breakfast is offered till 5.30 pm.yum-my cha

victor’s Kitchen
91 bencoolen street
#01-21 sunshine plaza
tel: 9838 2851

open daily: 10.30 am – 8 pm
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hatched
evans lodge
26 evans road #01-06
tel: 6735 0012

eGG-TaSTic

which came first, the brunch or the egg? eggs have played 
a fundamental role in breakfasts since forever – sunny side 
ups, poached and scrambled and served on toast are only just 
some of the ways they are prepared. 

and because they are just so versatile and scrumptious, there 
are just too many egg-enthusiasts who can’t live without their 
egg-fixes in the mornings. if you happen to be one of them, 
you’re going to have a ball of fun at hatched.

ieVan darWin finds out how celebrities and models eat to own  that 
itty-bitty waist commonly seen on runways and red carpets... and it has 
to do with babies, and what they eat.
who knew what X-factor judge Cheryl 
Cole, eccentric songstress lady 
gaga, actress Jennifer anniston and 
supermodel abbey lee Kershaw have 
in common with babies are what they 
eat? these celebrities snack on baby 
food to keep them full, in order to 
look good, and to maintain their size 
zero barbie-doll-esque figures.

this new hollywood fad of consuming 
of baby food, instead of a proper 
full meal, is on a rise. the trend has 
now reached the United Kingdom, 
with sales of baby food soaring by a 
staggering 20 per cent, compared to 
last year, according to upmarket web 
grocer ocado.

according to tracy anderson, 36, a 
personal trainer to the stars such as 
Cheryl Cole, madonna and gwyneth 
paltrow, “baby food is a mix of carbs 
and proteins, with “good fats” and no 
salt or sugar. it’s all totally healthy.”

a diet that lady gaga reportedly 
abides by is that she eats one meal 
a day and fulfills the rest of her daily 
food needs on baby food. so could 
this be her secret to her toned and 
skinny body that showcased in her 
video for “born this way”?

baby food is most definitely safe for 
consumption as they are subjected to 
strict nutrition controls, made from 

mashed up fruits and vegetables in 
their pure states, therefore, limiting 
the presence of salt, sugar and other 
additives. 

so, it’s healthy, and it might help you 
lose weight if coupled with proper 
exercise and included in the right 
diet. but how does it taste?

BaBy Food TasTe TesT

 “goo goo gaa gaa”

Sharifah Nur Amalina 
Shahirah, 19
Junior College graduate currently 
awaiting university admission

The Rotten Curry Expert

I would not eat baby food 
like some celebs just to stay 
thin and to lose weight!

The Pumpkin Fan

Mr. Simple
I wouldn’t mind 

snacking on baby food 

at home!
I like the way I am!

Jerein Sandrasageran, 20
Singapore Polytechnic graduate 
awaiting enlistment into 
National Service

Habibah 
Moszay, 17
First-year Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic Business 
Studies student

Gerber Applesauce
HABIBAH: I think it tastes very 
sour. I wouldn’t snack on it at all. The 
smells make you want to try it, but 
after trying it I wouldn’t eat it.

JEREIN: Tastes like McDonald’s 
Apple Pie! Definitely a good snack 
option!

sharifah: It tastes very nice and 
I think I might want to buy it later!

Gerber Applesauce can be obtained at most 
departmental stores islandwide at $1.50.

Gerber Mixed Vegetables
HABIBAH: I love the smell. No really, I 
really do! It’s tasteless, maybe because I hate 
vegetables to begin with, but I still like the 
smell though. 

JEREIN: The smell and the look of it are 
not nice at all. It tastes like rotten vegetables. 

sharifah: OMG this looks and smells 
like rotten curry!  It tastes disgusting. This is 
so bad. The smell is puke-inducing and the 
taste is just horrible. 

Gerber Mixed Vegetables can be obtained 
at most departmental stores islandwide at 
$1.95.

Heinz Pumpkin & 
Sweet Corn

HABIBAH: The smell is strong 
and stinky! It tastes like pumpkin soup. It’s 
not that bad actually; I really like it, maybe 
because I am a pumpkin fan.

JEREIN: The smell is not that enticing 
and it tastes okay. Do I taste corn?

sharifah: Oh it smells like rotten 
curry. Oh my god, it tastes gross and bad! I 
don’t even know what to say!

Heinz Pumpkin & Sweet Corn can be 
obtained at most departmental stores 
islandwide at $1.55.

PHOTO: TAy WAN LIN

a highlight of their menu is Papillote (bottom left), scrambled 
eggs enwrapped in smoked salmon, topped with chive cream 
and served with a side of sautéed potatoes and caramelised 
onions to seal the deal. you won’t regret it.

who could have forgotten eggs benedict? hatched put an 
exciting twist on the ever-popular brunch item with burly 
benedict (top left), topping the usual english muffin and 
poached egg with oodles and oodles of prime-grade corned 
wagyu beef that will have your eyeballs rolling back in their 
sockets the very moment you stick that fork into your mouth.

and for those who want to stand out amongst all the eggy 
dishes at the brunch-table, or those who just can’t stand 

eggs, where’s waffle is the perfect way to go! served 
with fresh blueberries, butter, fresh cream and 

maple syrup, these waffles are as good as 
waffles can get.

sir benedict
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sun-thu: 8 am - 10 pm
fri-sat: 8 am - 12 am
Closed on monday
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Sweet Switch
A P P E T I T E

gerMaine Tan discovers how switching unhealthy ingredients with healthier options in des-
serts helps relieve the stress on your waistline.

Let’s get our chef hats on!

Lemon Yoghurt Pot

Three-Way Pineapple Dessert

Compare and Contrast!

VS VS
Canned in syrup Whipped cream Low-fat yoghurtFreshly cut

Calories Calories

Fat Fat
Carbs Sugar
Sugar Calcium

Serving Size: 
One Cup 
(About 30g)

198 25780 63

0.29g 22.2g0.5g 2g

42.93g 101mg17g 183mg

51.31g 8g19g 7g

Serving Size: 
100g

this is a delightful recipe for a healthier version of eton mess, a delicious 
but otherwise calorie and sugar-laden english dessert, made normally with 
whipped cream. we will be substituting the whipped cream with low-fat 
yoghurt. 

the yoghurt might not taste as good as the whipped cream, but it adds a 
slight sourness that helps balance the sweetness of the dessert.

by using low-fat yoghurt, you are cutting down on 4 times the amount of 
calories, about 10 times less total fat and cholesterol, while imbuing your 
dessert with almost twice the amount of calcium for strong bones and 
teeth!

What do you need?
100g low-fat plain yoghurt
1 tbsp good quality lemon curd (available from 
Jasons market place and Cold storage online)
1 mandarin orange, peeled
1 or 2 ready-made meringues or macaroons, 
available at bakerzin or Canelé)
 
Time to start the fun!
1) fill a third of a glass cup with yoghurt.

2) add in a tablespoon’s worth swirl of lemon curd.

3) fill up the rest of the cup with another layer of 
yoghurt.

4) add orange segments, deseeded, and if 
preferred, cut into smaller pieces.

5) top with meringue (or macarons), crushed into 
crumbs.

6) serve at once and instruct guests to mix 
everything together before plunging in with a spoon.

What do you need?
2 cups (about 230 ml each) of fresh pineapple 
juice
½ small honey pineapple, chopped
3 tsp gelatine powder
1 tsp pineapple jam
2 star anise segments

Time to start the fun!
1) warm 50 ml of pineapple juice in a saucepan 
over a small flame for just
about 20 seconds

2) add 3 tablespoons of gelatin powder to soften, 
and then stir briskly into the remainder of the first 
two cups of pineapple juice until gelatin dissolves.

3) Divide mixture among 4-5 clear shot glasses.

4) leave in the refrigerator to set for 30 minutes,

and if you like your gelatine to be firm, leave it in 
for an hour.

5) place the other two cups of pineapple juice in 
and freeze.

6) every half hour, rake up the ice with a fork to 
make pineapple ice or granita.

7) peel and cut half a pineapple into small chunks, 
just about the size of your thumb.

8) place the chunks of pineapple into a small pot 
and heat together with the star anise segments, 
and stir often to avoid then from sticking to the 
pot. when it caramelises to a rich golden colour,it 
is ready.

9) to serve, remove glasses of jelly from the fridge. 
add a layer of pineapple ice or granita, and top with 
a layer of pineapple jam. serve garnished with a 
mint leaf.

this recipe demonstrates the versatility of the fresh 
pineapple in making sweet but healthy delights – you 
should always opt for fresh fruits instead of the canned 
variety. here’s why. 

by substituting syrupy and sugary pineapple with fresh 
pineapple, you are not only cutting down on calories, 
but you are consuming less than half of the sugar, and 
getting more vitamin C from the fruit. 

you don’t have to worry about losing the sweetness, 
because pineapple is naturally sweet!whenever the word “dessert” is 

mentioned, images of sinfully sweet 
and calorie-laden treats like cakes, 
chocolate and ice cream often come 
to mind – treats we can only afford to 
indulge in occasionally.

well, here’s some good news for you 
dessert lovers. there are actually 
many dessert options available that 
won’t make you put on the pounds, 
yet don’t compromise on taste, so 
you don’t have to say goodbye to your 
cakes and frozen desserts. 

the secret lies in substitution.

for instance, soyato, a local food and 
beverage concept, offers a “premium 

frozen dessert” made of soymilk as a 
healthy alternative to ice cream.

it was founded last year by 
undergraduates alan phua, 27, a 
business management undergraduate 
of singapore University’s (smU) 
business management, and verleen 
goh, 25, an undergraduate of 
national University of singapore’s 
(nUs) food science & technology.

according to an article in the 
business times, the concept came 
about when ms goh experimented 
with using soymilk as a substitute for 
milk and cream. 

“i use soy or nut milks instead of 
coconut milk, and vegetable 

oils in place of lard for desserts 
such as orh nee (sweetened yam 
dessert),” says ms sylvia tan, a 
freelance writer of the mind your 
body section of the straits times.

she recommends fruit-based 
desserts for people who are health-
conscious but don’t wish to give up 
on the sweet stuff. being wheat and 
dairy-intolerant, she improvises on 
dessert recipes to create healthier 
versions of her own, tailored to 
people with similar dietary patterns.
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Cream of the Crop
Forget about rainbow sprinkles and chocolate rice. get ready to get 
the finest biscuits and loveliest bars of chocolate slabbed into your 
scoop of ice cream with giLLian SHen.

with demands burgeoning, ice cream parlours have been popping up 
islandwide to cope with the ravenous appetites of frozen dairy dessert 
fans. to survive in the onslaught of new establishments, being different 
is a must, and these creameries choose to stand out by offering 
customers the decision of how they want their ice cream to turn out. let 
your creativity and the endless permutations of ice cream fun unfold 
atop the marble slab.

o n e  i n  t e n  m i l l i o n

T h e  a l l - a m e r i c a n  f a v o u r i t e

imagine visiting an ice cream parlour every single day for 10 years 
and being able to try a new creation every day – that’s definitely a 
possibility overe here at the Cold rock! they claim that they offer a 
gobsmacking total of 10 million possible delicious ice cream and mix-
in combinations.

while we’re still talking numbers, Cold rock offers 30 flavours of 
premium ice cream and over 40 mix-ins. there are also four sorbets 
and one low-fat yoghurt flavour.

Unlike other vendors, their ice cream is not particularly sweet or rich, 
leaving the mix-ins like tim tams and Cadbury Chocolate flakes to 
compensate for it. their signature flavour, Bubblegum, is as close as 
you can get to the real deal, except that you don’t have to be afraid to 
swallow after chewing! 

prices: Kiddie ($4.50), regular ($6.50), large ($8.50)

rating:

marble slab Creamery aims to create a memorable experience by spoiling their 
customers with choice. pick from their 24 flavours and just about 40 high quality mix-
ins, like health bar and butterfingers.

it is no surprise that ice cream junkies keep coming back for more of the rich, creamy 
texture of their ice cream, which is loaded with 14 per cent cream and made with 
natural ingredients and the least amount of preservatives possible. so you can 
expect nothing less than fresh. 

apart from their trademark american flavours, marble slab Creamery is
also coming up with flavours that like unique to singapore, so keep your
eyes peeled for Lychee, Gula Melaka and Calamansi.

sizes: Kiddy ($6), original ($8) and big Dipper ($10)

rating:

G o t t a  h a v e  i t !

B e r r y  B e r r y  G o o d

b e  y o u r  o w n  c h e f !

since Cold stone Creamery started scooping at orchard 
Central, it’s not unusual to see long, snaking queues extending 
beyond the doors of their store. 

Despite their unique and fun approach, they haven’t forgotten 
about the crux of the show – the ice cream itself. having classics
like vanilla, chocolate and coffee alongside the wide selection of
mix-ins (brownies and graham Cracker pie Crust being 
standouts) they creates the perfect balance between simple
and rich. 

in addition to all that ice cream, Cold stone Creamery also offers a
range of smoothies, cakes, and signature shakes, but before you move
on to those; remember to first get a scoop. 

Choose from three sizes: like it ($5.90), love it ($8.30) gotta have it ($10.30)
rating:

marvelous Cream is an especially 
good example of the Japanese 
fastidious nature. from the 
milk right down to chocolate 
sauce, every ingredient is 
imported from Japan.  

they prefers putting 
on a classy front, rather than the 
typical family-friendly image of 
many other ice cream parlours.

on the menu are 34 Original Cream creations, 
some with quirky names such as Berry Scented Candle. 
no, you won’t be eating a waffle bowl full of scented wax. 

with flavours like Panna Cotta, Golden Vanilla and Extra Berry, the 
Japanese creamery adds a little twist to the game. their creations 

have a more fruity and lighter feel to it, thanks to their mix-ins 
ranging from frozen fruits to chunks of sponge cakes. 

prices: regular ($5.90), large ($8.80)

rating:

rating:

to the local-born ice Cream Chefs, there is absolutely no limit to creativity. 

ice cream lovers can now turn into chefs instantly, making your very own 
creation. at ice Cream Chefs, you get to bring in any kind of mix-ins and get 
them folded into your scoop of ice cream free-of-charge. 

with more than 50 interesting flavours, all made in-store a day in advance by 
the homegrown ice cream parlour, you definitely won’t be able to resist. while 
obscure flavours such as Apple Cinnamon and Durian Surprise stand out, the 
company manages to make classic flavours unique to themselves, adding honey 
to the green tea flavour. the creamery also doesn’t compromise on quality - even 
if it means shipping apples from france and using D24 Durians.

for the kiasu, it only gets better - head to the store on a tuesday, you and get 
your first mix-in for free!

price: regular ($3.10), large ($4.80)
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locations: the Central, Cluny Court, iluma, Junction 8, 
Kallang leisure park, marina bay link mall

locations: 313@somerset, holland village, 
the shoppes at marina bay sands

locations: 520 east Coast rd, no. 12 Jalan Kuras (off Upper thomson rd)

locations: 313@
somerset, ion orchard
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CONTESTS

page 56
Stand a chance to be scared witless at this year’s Halloween Horrors by 
answering this simple question: where will haloween horros be held? 

email your answers to contests@fmsmidea.com!
Contest ends on sep 1.

Cream of the Crop
page 94

To win vouchers worth $10 each at Marble Slab Creamery, answer the 
following question: is marble slab Creamery’s ice cream 
made fresh locally? 

email your answers to contests@fmsmidea.com!
Contest ends on sep 1.

CRAZY BEATS
page 31

Stand a chance to win Avalanche’s album, Bring On The Search, by 
answering the following question: what is the name of the 
avalanche bassist?  

email your answers to contests@fmsmidea.com!
Contest ends on oct 1.

I once pooped 
in my mother’s 

drawer!
My boyfriend
and I peed 
into a bottle
at school.I stabbed my 

brother with 

a fork.

I bit my 

sister’s 
butt

and the m
ark’s

still the
re!

I haven’t 
brushed my 
teeth in three 
months.

Once I added 

wasabi into
 a 

dumpling my 

brother was 
eating.

I farted so hard that I shat. 

I danced 
to “Single 
Ladies” on 
National 
Television.

I was checking 
myself out in a 
reflective window 
only to realise people 
behind the glass 
were staring at me. 

I had a 

crush on my 

COUSIN!!




